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ABSTRACT

The essential role of radiotherapy is to ensure detection and treatment of breast

cancers using appropriate doses, these seem not to harm patients under review.

Unintended detriments in the treatment and the risk of secondary cancers are

mostly associated with delivering much higher doses than planned dose. This

study focused on using phantoms for the determination, and comparison of

planned doses with actual doses delivered to the breast, during radiation

treatment. Adelaide phantoms were constructed using locally procured

materials to mimic the surrounding tissues of the human female thoracic cavity.

Balloons, mango seed, cassava stick and candle were radiologically assessed

and used as surrogates for the lung, heart, spinal cord and glandular tissue of the

breast respectively. EBT3 film dosimeter was used with the standard

(anthropomorphic) and Adelaide phantoms to measure doses absorbed by the

breast and non-target organs; the doses were delivered from Co-60 and linear

accelerator systems. Monte Carlo N-Particle transport code was also used on a

virtual phantom to compute the dose distribution from the cobalt machine. The

spinal cord absorbed the lowest dose of 0.03 ±0.02 Gy and 0.05+0.01 Gy, while

the left lung received the highest doses of 0.74+0.04 Gy and 0.78+0.01 Gy for

Co-60 and LINAC respectively. Based on the findings, it was clearly

determined that the target organ received the expected dose within the

acceptable tolerance level of 5%. Additionally, the non-target organs equally

received a minimuim radiation dose according to required standards. A non-

clinical significance differences of planned and delivered doses were achievable

following appropriate quality control both with anthropomorphic and

constructed phantoms.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This chapter gives the basic fundamental principles, of the use of

radiation in the treatment of breast cancers. The problems identified and the

objectives are presented. The relevance of the study is explained. The

methodology of the study, specifically, the use of phantoms and radiochromic

dosimeter in assessing the doses delivered is also presented and discussed.

Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary on the organization of the

research work.

Background to the Study

Cancer, the second leading cause of death worldwide (GLOBOCAN,

2012), is a group of diseases characterized by uncontrolled growth and spread

of abnormal cells. Of these cancers, breast cancer, the erratic growth and

proliferation of cells that originate in breast tissues, is the most frequently

diagnosed cancer among women globally (GLOBOCAN, 2012). For advanced

breast cancer, the tumour cells of the breast may break away and translocate to

other parts of the body, causing advanced complications. Breast cancer

treatment is more effective and a cure is more likely, when it is detected as early

as possible (Allemani et al., 2015). According to the World Cancer Report,

breast cancer incidence could go up by 50% to 1.5 million by 2020 as reported

by Mahavir and Babita (2013). Breast cancers begin immensely in lobules,

where breast tissue that is made up of glands for milk production and connecting

ducts are located. The rest of the breast is made up of fatty, connective, and

lymphatic tissues as described by American Cancer Society, (2016).

Radiation therapy is one of the major treatment options for cancers;



others include surgery, radiation therapy, and/or systemic therapy (e.g.,

chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, immune therapy, and targeted therapy).

These treatment options may be used alone or in combination, depending on the

type and the stage of the cancer, tumour characteristics and patient's age. The

World Health Organization [WHO] reports that 60% of all cancer patients

require radiation at one point during their treatment and that 40% of cancer cure

results from radiotherapy (WHO, 2008).

The ultimate aim of radiotherapy is to deliver a measured dose to a

specified volume, with the purpose of eradicating the tumour and sparing the

surrounding normal tissue with minimal damage (Cherry & Duxbury, 2009).

During radiation therapy, a high-energy beam is used to kill cancer cells. The

beam may be delivered from a source outside the body (external beam radiation)

or a source placed inside the body (brachytherapy) using either orthovoltage

units, linear accelerators, or Cobalt-60 isotope machine (Darby et al., 2011).

The standard for radiation therapy for women with breast cancer is external

beam radiation (Haviland et al., 2013). This is non-invasive and allows for

sparing normal healthy tissues and increase in dose to target (Baker, 2006).

Different doses of radiation are needed for tumour control, depending on the

type and initial number of clonogenic cells present, that is, cells from which

tumours may be generated or regenerated. Radiation dose is delivered in

fractionation with three portal compartments, plus a margin to compensate for

geometric inaccuracies during the treatment period (Forrest, 2003).

The accuracy with which radiation dose is delivered to the tumour is the

core of the systematic plan for therapy. This plan includes dose calculations and

delivery of radiation beam. The accuracy is necessary in order to make sure that



the dose delivered to the target is 100% or close to 100%. To ensure this, a

physical phantom made of a solid material and/or a computational phantom,

which is radiologically equivalent to human tissues, with the same absorption

and scattering properties as water, since the human body consists mostly of

water, is used to estimate the dose inside the body. Spiers (1943), showed that

a phantom material should have the same density as the tissue it represents and

must contain the same number of electrons per gram.

Water as a tissue substitute in radiation measurement was the first

material to be used according to Kienbock (1906). This is because, it absorbs

X-rays of various energies very much like muscle tissue of the body, it is readily

available and it is easy to place a detector in at various depths and positions

perpendicular to the vertical beam, provided the detector is waterproof.

According to DeWerd & Kissick (2014), homogenized water or plastic

phantoms are widely used for the calibration of radiation detectors and treatment

systems.

Dose calculation is also a key component of a treatment planning system

(TPS) (Lu, 2013). This is characterized by various parameters in the treatment

machine used to deliver the radiation. This planning process is performed with

patient's images to identify the anatomical structures and the machine

parameters in order to simulate the actual treatment using a computing software.

Success in estimation of this planned dose and its outcome are entirely

dependent on the delivered dose to the respective site of the patient, with

reproducible accuracy of estimation of the planned dose or within variation

tolerance (Washington & Leaver, 2003). In radiotherapy treatment planning,

scanned tumour volumes are defined specific to the region of interest to



minimize the doses to the surrounding healthy tissues.

Clinically, dose planning systems have until recently used algorithms

for photons, which make use of empirically determined inhomogeneity

corrections. The methods used for calculating absorbed dose are classified as

correction-based and model-based (Mackie et al., 1996; Van Dyk, 1999). The

correction-based method was used to determine dose from the reference dose,

measured under the standard conditions in a water phantom with some

adjustments to account for specific treatment conditions such as contouring and

inhomogeneities. The model-based method based on Monte Carlo, was also

employed in the study to determine the dose distribution from the transportation

of radiation.

Statement of the Problem

For this study, some major challenges with the use of radiation therapy

for breast cancers in terms of complexities of the organ (breast), dose

optimization, errors associated with measurement and calculation of doses in

clinical oncology procedures globally and locally were identified.

Firstly, cancer worldwide accounts for 14% of all deaths among females

(American Cancer Society, 2017). According to estimates from the World

Health Organization [WHO] and International Agency for Research on Cancer

(lARC), 3.5 million deaths and 6.7 million new cancer cases among females

occurred worldwide in 2012 (GLOBOCAN, 2012; Ferlay et al., 2013).

American Cancer Society, (2017) predicted that an increase to 5.5 million

deaths and 9.9 million new cases among females is expected annually by 2030

due to the growth and aging of the population.



In Ghana, women are disproportionately afflicted with breast cancer at

younger age, and the commonest cause of cancer death in females is

malignancies of the breast, accounting for 17.24% of all cancer (American

Cancer Society, 2010). Research studies have so far shown no single cause of

breast cancer but some factors that appear to increase the likelihood of

developing the disease include being a female, increasing age, and family

history of breast cancer. Therefore, it is important to carefully evaluate the

distribution of radiation energy absorbed by breast tissues and surrounding

tissues and organs during the therapy procedure to avoid future occurrences,

since a lot more women are likely to be diagnosed with breast cancer and

therefore receive radiation for treatment.

Secondly, literature review on radiation therapy for breast cancer states

that planning for breast cancer cases is technically challenging because of the

varying size and shape of the breast/chest as well as the setup reproducibility

and respiratory motion (Balaji et al., 2016). On account that it causes poor

conformity, homogeneity, and hot spots outside the target volume. According

to International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements [ICRU]

Report No. 50 and 62, the dose distribution delivered should be within +7% and

-5% of the prescribed dose without exceeding the tolerance dose of the critical

structure around the tumour volume (ICRU, 1993; 1999). To achieve this

tolerance, such irregularities need to be corrected. Therefore, for this study

phantoms were developed and tailored for the varying size and shape of breast

to evaluate the actual radiation doses.

Thirdly, a direct measurement of the distribution of dose delivered to a

cancer patient is essentially practically impossible. For a successful radiation



treatment outcome, planning based on calculation models is much practical to

perform (Korhonen, 2009). Hence, the radiation beam to the tumour needs to be

planned, and in order to have a specific amount absorbed by the tumour to kill

the tumour cells. The prescribed dose should correspond to the delivered

absorbed dose in the patient as accurately as possible. The dose received by the

tumour volume should be close to the prescribed dose level, this is because

certain organs have critical dose levels that should not be exceeded, or otherwise

serious side effects (infection, skin burns, irritation, fatigue, and lymphedema)

might occur. In addition, the biological response of the cells to radiation is

highly nonlinear, and therefore small errors in the predicted dose may lead to

large errors in prediction of the biological response (Ahnesj d & Aspradakis,

1999).

Fourthly, in radiotherapy there is a potential of human error occurrence

which might result in either an under dose or overdose. An additional dose to

the target volume may lead to increased complications of inflamed lung tissue,

heart damage and secondary cancers, to the normal tissues of a patient. It is

important to minimize the error occurrences and their consequences.

Asnaashari, Gholami and Khosravi (2014) conducted an investigation, which

focused on the determination of probability of errors as a function of treatment

organs at a radiotherapy centre. Table 1 shows the results obtained during their

investigations.



Table 1: Representation of Errors based on Location of Treatment

Treatment Location Number of Reports % of Total

Head and Neck 47 34

Breast 38 28

Thorax 5 3

Abdomen 13 10

Pelvis 30 23

Other organs 3 2

Total 136 100

Source: Asnaasharl et al., 2014

From Table 1, it was realized that the total errors for the breast was 28%,

which is relatively higher compared to those for pelvis and abdomen. The

findings were that most of the outstanding reasons of error occurrence was lack

of full concentration of staff with other factors attributed to poor communication

and transfer of information between staff. Nonetheless, not only the above are

the only sources of error between the predicted and the delivered dose

distributions, but other subsequent factors as well which include the wrong

calculation of the dose rate and irradiation times for patients at the treatment

units can also contribute to the overall error.

Finally, geometric uncertainty also contributes to dose problems to the

organs at risk (OAR), by decreasing (underdose) or increasing (overdose) the

required volume dose, as well as time of irradiation. This is as a result of

difficulties with equipment (calibration and beam output) and mechanical

related problems depending on the treatment techniques employed.

Research Questions

The research questions designed were as follows:

a) Is the planned dose (PD) significantly less than the delivered dose (DD)?

b) Does the critical organ receive more dose than the acceptable tolerance?



c) Is there a linear relationship between the delivered dose and the depth

(distance) of penetration?

Objectives of the Study

The overall aim of this study was to assess the differences between

planned and delivered radiation doses to constructed phantoms mimicking the

female breast during radiation therapy.

This specifically led to the following:

a) Assess radiation dose received at a specific location in the target organ and

within non-target organs during breast therapy.

b) Simulate absorbed dose delivered using the Monte Carlo N- Particle (MCNP)

transport code.

Scope

The scope of the work was confined to the use of photon beams o f X-

ray energies, 6 MV and 15 MV, and gamma of 1.25 MeV used in external beam

radiotherapy. The study employed a radiochromic film dosimeter to measure

the absorbed dose at various depths in the phantoms used.

In this study, phantoms were constructed from local materials, to mimic

the thoracic part of the female body, including the breast, for the dose

verification. The phantoms had removable breasts and could be dismantled into

transverse segments for the placement of detectors. The verification was d one

for two plans: one for the left side with the breast removed to represent the chest

wall irradiation after mastectomy and one for the right side with the breast

attached to represent the intact breast irradiation.

Again, Monte Carlo method was used to model the distribution of

energy deposited in each photon interaction in an intended patient mimicking



the phantom by simulating the shape, material and the system geometry of the

cobalt machine.

Relevance and Justification

Accuracy and precision of dose delivery are primary requirements for

effective and efficient treatment, because high doses are delivered to the

cancerous tumours. Therefore, dosimetric verification prior to patient treatment,

which has a key role in accuracy and precision in radiotherapy delivery is very

essential. According to International Commission on Radiation Units and

Measurements [ICRU] Report No. 83 published in 2010, the biggest

contributors to treatment failures include geographical miss, due to inaccurate

target delineation and dosimetric variation of more than 3% (ICRU, 2010).

Moreover, a small difference in the delivered dose can make big differences in

tumour control probability and in the avoidance of secondary induced cancer

during breast cancer treatment.

Placement of radiation measuring instruments in the human body cannot

be without difficulties and this may, thus hampering precise dose

measurements. The focus of this study therefore, is to determine and compare

the dose prescribed by the physician with what is actually received during

treatment and assessed if the overall error exceed ±5%. The study constructed

phantoms to evaluate and verify the actual radiation doses received for breast

cancers. Additionally, the advantage of the constructed phantoms is to provide

a relatively cheaper phantom for use by universities, research institutions and

medical facilities in Ghana. The phantoms were constructed with locally

available materials, which makes it cheaper than purchasing a commercial one.

In addition, the study presents modalities for ensuring good quality



control and assurance to patients during treatment delivery and addresses the

potential errors in dose measurement, calibration of beam output, as well as

constancy check of the performance of the radiotherapy equipment.

Limitation

In this study, phantoms and radiochromic film dosimeter were used for

the dose assessment for breast irradiation. The study was limited to the use of a

standard (anthropomorphic phantom) and constructed phantoms for breast

cancer treatment at the radiotherapy facilities in Accra, Ghana during the period

of the study. The phantoms used were specific for photon beams only. Electron,

proton and heavy ion beams were not considered in this thesis. No attempt was

made to simulate the skin layer of the phantom. Polymers and plastics were

generally utilized, excluding metals, in the construction of the phantom. The

detailed elemental chemical compositions for the various materials that will be

used in mimicking various organs (lung, heart and spinal cord) fabricated

phantom will not be determined, but it will be assumed that it will not affect the

measurements.

Organisation of the Study

The thesis is in chronological order of five chapters. Chapter one is an

introduction to the research that provides a general summary on the relevance

and justification of the study. It also describes the statement of problem being

addressed and the objectives to achieve it. It describes the scope and limitation

of the study, and the delimitation is also stated in this chapter.

Chapter Two reviews the literature relevant to the research problem. It

includes the interaction of radiation with matter, quantities used in the

measurements of photon energy and dosimetry protocols and the technology
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used. Again, it describes the properties of the phantoms and dose calculation

based model used in the study.

Chapter Three focuses on the experimental and theoretical framework

for the study. The chapter describes the various measuring procedures that were

used to measure and process the data. Image! software and Microsoft Excel

were used to analyse the experimental data. Monte Carlo software was also used

to analyse the theoretical simulation of the study.

The results obtained from the data are presented and discussed in

Chapter Four. The chapter describes the relationship between the measureable

parameters to calculate the derived quantities in tables and graphical

representation. Finally, the analysis of the presented data using the various

practical and theoretical tools based on the objectives is also discussed in this

chapter.

Chapter Five gives a comprehensive summary of the major findings

from the measured parameters. The chapter provides the concluding summary

of the study and recommendations to relevant stakeholders.

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, background to the study as well as the problems identifi ed

was presented. The objectives of the study were clearly stated to achieve the

desired results. Moreover, the scope, limitation and the relevance of the study

was explained. Finally, the chapter concludes with a summary on the

organization of the research work.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

This chapter presents a review of literature relevant to the research

problem of whether the planned dose prescribed by the physician is less or more

than what the patient receives (delivered dose). It includes the interaction of

radiation with matter, quantities used in the measurements of photon energy and

dosimetric protocols and practices used in characterizing radiation. In addition,

it describes the technology of radiation therapy, and also the pr operties of the

dosimeter used. Dose calculation algorithm on Monte Carlo model is presented.

Finally, the Image! software used in the calculation of the optical density is

discussed.

Photon Interaction Mechanism

Radiation is the energy that is transmitted in the form of both

electromagnetic waves and particles (Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission,

2012). Radiation interacts with a material when it passes through by transferring

all or some of its energy to the atoms of that material. This interaction could

damage the tissue by causing strands breaks in genetic molecules called

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in nucleus of living cell. Such damages of the

tissue are considered a major cause of cancers, leading to harmful effects on the

health of people. Radiation interaction with matter depends on the mass, energy

of the beam, as well as on the density and atomic constituents of the absorbing

material.

Photons are indirectly ionizing radiation which interact with matter in

three principal processes namely photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and

12



pair production (Diacon, 2015). They undergo a transformative event when

interacting with matter that leads to a significant energy transfer to electrons.

This transfer impacts energy to matter, where radiation dose is deposited

(Thapa, 2013). The relative importance of each of the interactions is mostly

dependent on the incident photon energy (£") and the atomic number (Z) of the

absorbing medium. The strength of each of the three principal ways of

interactions is shown in Figure 1.

100

Photo-Eleclric Effect

dominant

< 40

20

Compton Effect

dominant

Pair Production

dominant

10- 10' 10" 10'

Photon energy (MeV)

10^

Figure 1: Diagram of energy range of photon interactions with material.

Source: Diacon, 2015

Figure 1 shows the energy range where each type of interaction is most

significant. At low energies, the probability of the photoelectric effect increases

strongly with Z of the material, depending on to Z^. The effect is much less

likely to occur as the energy of the photon increases (Knoll, 1989). At

intermediate energies and low Z materials, Compton scattering dominates and

it is inversely proportional to energy (Gazda & Coia, 2004). The Compton effect

is also dependent on Z but is less dependent on photon energy than the

photoelectric effect. In the diagnostic energy range used in medical applications,

Compton scattering predominates over photoelectric absorption in most human

13



tissues (Webber, 1987). Pair production is the most dominant interaction

process at very high energies.

Pair production is an interaction where the photon loses all its energy

and an electron (e~) - positron (e"*") pair is produced with a threshold energy of

1.02 MeV, and the rest mass energy of the electron is equivalent to 0.51 MeV.

The kinetic energy available for the electron-positron pair is the difference

between the incident photon energy and the threshold energy for pair production

given as:

Ee- + Ee+ = hv-1.02 (MeV) (1)

The pair produced in the interaction has significant range and is responsible for

the ionization, and therefore responsible for the associated biological damage

that occurs at a high energy used in radiotherapy. Table 2, shows some

characteristics of the three (3) main processes of photon interaction with matter.

Table 2: Characteristics of Photoelectric Effect, Compton Effect and Pair
Production

Factors
Photoelectric

Effect

Compton
Effect

Pair Production

Photon interaction
Whole atom

(bound electron)
Free electron

Nuclear

Coulomb field

Mode of photon
interaction

Photon disappears
Photon

scattered

Photon

disappears

Energy dependence
Decrease with

energy

Increase with

energy

Threshold No No ZttloC^

Linear attenuation
coefficient

T (^C K

Particles released Photoelectron

Compton
(recoil)
electron

Electron-

positron pair

Atomic coefficient
dependence on Z

TOCZ'^ (Tc oc Z K oc Z

Source: Podgorsak, 2005

In the study, Compton scattering and pair production interactions were
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applicable because of their energy ranges in medical applications of diagnostic

and therapy respectively.

Radiation Dosimetry

Photon dosimetry deals with the quantitative determination methods

directly or indirectly of the amount of energy deposited in a given mediu m.

Investigations and measurements of radiation effects require the respective

radiation field at the point of interest (Seutjens et al, 2003). The two closely

related fundamental quantities needed to detine the radiation beam are kinetic

energy released per unit mass (KERMA) and absorbed dose.

Kinetic Energy Released per Unit Mass is a non-stochastic quantity

applicable to indirectly ionizing radiations such as photons and neutrons. It is

defined as the mean energy transferred from the indirectly ionizing radiation to

charged particles (electrons) in the medium dEtr per unit mass dm\

dEt.f

•< = 1^ (2)

The energy of the photons is imparted to matter in two stages. Firstly, the photon

radiation transfers energy to the secondary charged particles through the various

photon interactions. Secondly, the charged particle transfers energy to the

medium through atomic excitations and ionizations as shown in Figure 2.

^ secondary
photons

^  electrons

^k.i

V

Figure 2: Photon radiation transfers energy to charged particles through the
medium.

Source: Hartmann, 2015
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The collision energy transferred within the volume is:

^tr = ̂k.2+^k.3 (3)

where Ek is the initial kinetic energy of the secondary electrons. is

transferred outside the volume and therefore is it not accounted for in the

definition. Ek;i and E^^^ are the energies absorbed inside the volume.

For mono-energetic photons:

K = <PElJ.en/P (4)

where O is the particle fluence; E is the energy; energy transfer

coefficient.

Absorbed dose is a non-stochastic quantity that is applicable to

indirectly and directly ionizing radiations. For indirectly ionizing radiations, the

energy is transferred as kinetic energy to secondary charged particles. The

charged particles therefore transfer some of their kinetic energy to the medium

and lose some of their energy in the form of radioactive loses. The absorbed

dose, D, is defined as the mean energy e imparted by ionizing radiation to matter

of mass, m, in a finite volume V by:

(5)

The energy imparted £ is the sum of all the energy entering the volume of

interest minus all the energy leaving the volume, taking into account any mass -

energy conversion within the volume. Electrons travel in the medium and

deposit energy along their tracks and this absorption of energy does not take

place at the same location as the transfer of energy described by KERMA.
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1  secondai'y
'  electrons

Figure 3: Absorbed energy and dose process within a given volume of matter.

Source: Hartmann, 2015

The energy absorbed in the volume is given by Q]^i)

+ (£1)3 + fe)4 (^)

Q]£i) is the sum of energy lost by collision along the track of the secondary

particles within the volume V.

For mono-energetic X-rays and gamma radiation yields:

D = ̂Eiien/P (7)

where 0 (m~^) is the photon fluence; E is the photon energy (/);

'2. ^"1
(m kg ) is the mass energy absorption coefficient.

Phantom

Phantoms are physical or virtual representations of the human body to

be used for the determination of absorbed dose to radiosensitive organs and

tissues. Phantoms are composed mainly of tissue mimicking materials. It conies

in a wide variety of shapes and sizes that mimic the radiological properties of

patients. In radiation protection a widely used physical model is the Alderson

Rando Anthropomorphic phantom (Alderson et al, 1962; ICRP, 1991), which

consists of a human skeleton embedded in tissue-equivalent material, which has

the shape of a human body.
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Lanzl (1995) studies showed a tissue equivalent female

anthropomorphic Rando phantom with height 163 cm and weight 54 kg based

on reference values from the International Commission on Radiation Protection

[ICRP]. The female antltropomorphic phantom is made up of material density

of 0.985 g/cm^±1.25% and an effective atomic number of 7.30±0.5%.

According to the International Commission on Radiation Protection and

Measurement Standard Man, the lungs are rigid and moulded into an air-

expanded version of the soft tissue material, with the same atomic number and

density of 0.3g/cm^ The right lung is bigger than the left to make room for the

heart on the left. The anthropomorphic phantom is sliced transversely with each

section of being 2.5 cm thick (Lanzl, 1995). It also has a detachable breast

Figure 4 shows a picture of the Rando phantom.

Figure 4: Picture of Rando (female) anthropomorphic phantom sectioned

transversely for dosimetric studies.

Source: Field Survey, 2018

Radiation dose distribution data are generated from water phantom
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measurements, which closely approximates the radiation absorption and

scattering properties of muscle and other soft tissues. The choice of water as a

phantom material is that it is universally available with reproducible radiation

properties and also a classic tissue equivalent material. However, water

phantom presents some practical problems when used in conjunction with ion

chambers and other detectors that are affected by water, unless they are designed

to be waterproof. Yet, it is not always possible to put radiation detectors in water

in most cases. Therefore, solid dry phantoms are developed as substitutes for

water.

Ideally, for a given material to be tissue or water equivalent, it must have

the same effective atomic number, number of electrons per gram, and mass

density. However, since the Compton effect is the most predominant mode of

interaction for megavoltage photon beams in the clinical range, the necessary

condition for water equivalence for such beams is the same electron density

(number of electrons per cubic centimetre) as that of water (Khan, 2009). Other

materials for phantoms include agar, glycerine and epoxies to simulate bone. In

addition, home based phantoms can be used to test a particular property of the

radiation beam by using cheap local materials.

In this study, a tissue equivalent phantom made of perspex which

mimics the thoracic part of the female human body was constructed based on

the female anthropomorphic phantom and it was used for the absorbed dose

measurement. Table 3 shows the physical properties of polystyrene and perspex,

with its chemical composition used in the study and other tissue equivalent

materials. The polystyrene and perspex used in the phantom construction were

evaluated as discussed in chapter three.
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Table 3: Physical Properties of various Phantom Materials

Material
Chemical

Composition

Mass

Density
(g/cm^)

Number of

Electrons/g
(* 10")

ZJ

Water H2O 1 3.34 7.42

Polystyrene (C8H8)n 1.03-1.05 3.24 5.69

Plexiglas
(Perspex)

(C502H8)n 1.16-1.20 3.24 6.48

Polyethylene (CH2)n 0.92 3.44 6.16

Paraffin CnH2n+2 0.87-0.91 3.44 5.42

Solid water
Epoxy resin

(based mixture)
1.00 3.34

where Ze/ is effective atomic number
Source: Khan, 2003

Breast Composition

It is essential that the constructed breast phantom should depict highl}/

variable human anatomy. The normal female breast consists principally of three

tissues, namely, fat, glandular, and the skin. Fibrous and connective tissues are

found interspersed throughout the breast, providing shape and structure.

Cooper's ligaments are crisscrossing and overlapping bits of fibrous tissue that

course between deep and superficial layers of the breast, incompletely

compartmentalizing the structures of the breast. They form around and support

the variable ductal network of the breast, attaching to the ski n with superficial

extensions. Fat surrounds and is interspersed throughout the breast by varying

amounts (Li Hsu, 2010). The normal breast is shown in Figure 5.

According to Khan (2003), the irradiation of the breast in radiotherapy

involves the use of opposed tangential fields (medial and lateral) which travel

obliquely across the thorax on the side of the affected breast, encompassing the

entire ipsilateral breast and the smallest possible volume of lung and heart,

inclusion of 1.5 to 2 cm of underlying lung. The fields in the breast treatment is
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shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5\ Illustration of the anatomy of the breast.

Source; Medela, 2006

Lileral Tang, field N,

V.

Medial Tang, field

Figure 6: Fields in a breast treatment.

Source: Khan, 2009

Dosimetry Factors

The variation in dose with depth is governed by three effects: inverse

square law, exponential attenuation and scattering. The dose to a point located

on the central axis of a beam incident on a water phantom varies with the

distance from the radiation source, the depth in the phantom and the amount of

radiation scattered to the point. Figure 7 shows the geometry of the effect of

scatter depth of attenuation and distance during irradiation.
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Figure 7: Geometry of distance, depth and scatter.

Source: Adopted from Prado, 2019 and modified

Considering that / is the distance from the source to the surface of the phantom,

P and Q are points, dP and dQ are the depths of P and Q respectively, and Vp

and Tq represent the size of the field at P and Q. Therefore, the ratio of the

relative doses existing at Q and P can be approximated as a function of Ks(r)

that characterizes the effects of scatter as:

2

scatter, is distance and represent the

exponential attenuation of the depth, jx is linear attenuation coefficient and Ks

accounts for the change in scattered dose.

The radiation intensity is inversely proportional to the square of the

distance from the source. Scattered radiation is a significant contributor to the

dose at any point. The amount of scatter is related to the amount (volume) of

scattering material. Scattering volume is defined by the effective size of the
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radiation field. The effective field describes the dosimetry of the scatter

properties characteristics of the field. Dosimetric quantities are measured by

rectangular or specifically square fields. Rectangular fields are approximated by

square fields having equivalent attenuation and scattering characteristics. The

side, a of the equivalent square of a rectangular field, L and width W can be

approximated by:

/2xLxW\
(9)

This study used a square field size of 10 10 for the dosimetric phantom

measurements. The absorbed dose in the phantom varies with depth. Percentage

depth dose (FDD) is used to characterize the variation. Figure 8 gives the

illustration of the percentage depth dose.

Collinator

Central Axis

Surface

Phantom

Figure 8: Illustration of percentage depth dose.
Source: Khan, 2009

PDD = (Dd/Ddo) * 100 (10)

where Dd is any depth and Ddo is the reference depth of maximum dose. The

FDD is used for fixed source-to-surface distance (SSD) treatments in most

situations. The FDD is dependent upon the beam quality or energy, the depth.
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the field size and the source to surface distance.

Dosimetry Protocols

Absorbed dose to water is the quantity that closely relates to the

biological effects of radiation. The recommended protocols used for the

determination of absorbed dose to water for high energy photon radiotherapy

beams is the code of practice of the International Atomic Energy Agency

[IAEA] TRS 398 (Technical Report Series) and American Association of

Physicists in Medicine [AAPM] Task Group TG-51. The protocols are based on

very simple physics implementation and there is no need of calculating any

theoretical dosimetry factors (Roger, 2018). It is emphasized that the

formalisms of the protocols have very similar uncertainties when the same

criteria are used for both procedures. The difference between the two protocols

in the absolute dose is either due to a close similarity in basic data or to a

fortuitous cancellation of the discrepancies in data and type of chamber

calibration. In the study, the TRS-398 protocol was employed for the

radiotherapy dosimetry and this was based on standards of absorbed dose to

water (as shown in Appendix A).

Dosimetric Verification

Dose distributions are verified with treatment plans generated with

computer applications. The verification is conducted by placing detectors in a

patient (phantom). Therefore, an indirect dosimetric verification method is

adopted by irradiating a phantom and comparing the resultant dose distribution

in the phantom to the distribution calculated by the TPS for that particular

phantom (Jursinic & Nelms, 2003). The choice of the dose measurement tools

such as ion chambers, thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs), diodes and
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radiographic film forms an important part to the dosi metric verification.

According to Duggan and Coffey (1998), ion chambers are standard handheld

survey instruments in radiotherapy for point measurements of radiation dose,

consisting of a gas filled enclosure between two conducting electrodes

(Podgorsak, 2005). This instrument has a relatively low applied voltage from

anode to cathode; as a result, there is no avalanche e ffect and no dead time

problem. lonization chambers typically are useful at exposure rates ranging

from 0.1 mR to 100 R. An ionization chamber was used as a dose calibrator for

this study. Radiographic films are also used to verify the dose in radiotherapy

treatment. In this study both ion chamber and radiochromic films were used for

the dose verification.

Dosimeter Characteristics

A detector used for dose verification must be accurately calibrated to

measure and determine the doses from exposure. Calibration determines the

absolute dose in Gy at one reference point in the beam. Calibration can be

performed either; by ionization chamber only or by both the ionization chamber

and electrometer. In this study, absorbed dose to water calibration using the

IAEA TRS398 protocol was performed using a water phantom.

Again, the most important feature of any dosimeter is its ability to

correctly measure the dose. The precision of a dosimeter measurement can be

estimated from the data obtained in repeated measurements, and is usually

stated in terms of the standard deviation. High precision is associated with a

small standard deviation (Izewska & Rajan, 2005). Also, the accuracy of a

dosimeter measurement is the proximity of their expectation value to the t rue

value of the quantity being measured (Attix, 1986). It is therefore, impossible
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to evaluate the accuracy of data from the data itself, as is done to assess their

precision. Accuracy is a measure of the collective effect of the errors in all the

parameters that influence the measurements. It depends on the type of radiation

being measured.

Several studies have formulated the accuracy in the delivery of absorbed

dose during radiotherapy. Based on a review of the relative steepness of dose -

response curves for local tumour control and normal tissue damage, a combined

uncertainty of 5% (ICRU, 1976), 3.5% (Mijnheer et al., 1987), 3% (Brahme et

al., 1988) was proposed in dose delivery. Considering the complexity of the

dose delivery process, it is difficult to achieve 3% or 3.5% accuracy in practice

(Dutriex, 1984) and it is common to refer to the ICRU 24 recommended

(Ahnesjd & Aspradakis, 1999). Therefore, the overall accuracy level of 5% as

the correction action level as recommended by ICRU 24 is referred to on the

dose given to the patient at the end of all steps in dose delivery.

Moreover, the uncertainties in this study were evaluated as a standard

deviation relative to the measurements. It is a statistical method that describes

the dispersion of the measured values of a quantity, and it is assumed to be

symmetrical. If a measurement of x quantity is repeated N times, the mean value

(jf) for all measurements Xtis given as:

x = (11)

The standard deviation, characterizes the average uncertainty for an

individual result X/and is given as:

1  _ v^2 (12)
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Equation (13) represents the standard deviation of the mean value. The

uncertainty can be reduced by increasing the number of measurements. In

therapy, the overall desired uncertainty is 3% and 95% confidence level is

required.

Radiochromic Film

Radiochromic film which is a relative dosimeter was used to determine

the absorbed dose to the various organs (lungs and heart) within the breast in

this study. The film experiences a permanent colour change when irradiated,

which is the result of a spectrally dependent change in optical density an

advantage over standard radiograph ic film. GafChromic external beam therapy

(EBT) film, is the first type of radiochromic film suitable for dose verification

in radiation therapy since 2004. The International Specialty Products (ISP,

Wayne, NJ) released a new film generation, EBT3 film (Borca et al., 2013) as

the most recent radiochromic film for applications in clinical dosimetry for

external beam therapy.

It is a colourless film with a nearly tissue equivalent composition (H -

9 0%, C- 60.6%, N- 11.2%, O- 19.2%) that develops a blue colour upon

radiation exposure. The film contains a special dye that is polymerized upon

exposure to radiation. The polymer absorbs light and the transmission of light

through the film could be measured with a suitable densitometer. Radiochromic

film is self-developing, needs neither developer nor fixer and it also has a very

high resolution used in high dose gradient regions for dosimetry (Izewska &

Rajan 2005). It covers a wide dosimetric range from doses as low as 0.1 up to
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10 Gy (Butson et al., 2003).

The most important EBT3 characteristics investigated, is its response at

high dose levels, sensitivity to scanner orientation and post-irradiation

colouration, energy and dose rate dependence, and orientation dependence with

respect to film side. EBT3 exhibits highest sensitivity (higher absorbance) at

636 nm; therefore, if the film is scanned for dose evaluation, the maximum

sensitivity is obtained by using the red channel. According to the manufacturer,

the red channel is recommended for dose evaluations up to 8 Gy, while the green

channel can be used for doses from 8 to 40 Gy. The blue channel provides a

response signal to automatically correct for the non-uniformity of the film by

incorporating a special marker dye in the active layer of the EBT3 films.

The principal concern with using film as a dosimeter is the fragility of

the relationship between dose and optical density. This relationship can also be

expressed as the sensitivity of the film to dose. It is possible to achieve the

precision better than 3%, if proper care is taken of its calibration and with the

environmental conditions. In this study, the EBT3 GafChromic film was used

for dose verifications due to its excellent spatial resolution, extended dose

response and self-developing features.

Optical Density Spectrum

Optical density is used to describe the darkness of a transparency film.

The radiochromic film, when exposed to ionizing radiation, colouration occurs.

This colouration is due to an attenuation of some of the visible light coming

through the developed film, resulting in a ̂ greying' of its appearance. The

reduction in light passing through the film is a measure of its 'blackness' or

'optical density' (OD). The dose to the film is reflected in the resulting optical
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density of that film and this relationship can be expressed as:

OD = log,, {!f) (14)

where Iq is the light intensity with no film present and / is the light intensity

transmitted through the film. Optical density is appropriately linear with dose

since has an exponential relationship to the dose. The advantages offered

by the film to other dosimeters include the mapping ability whereby an area of

dose can be analyzed as compared to a point measurem ent in most other types

of detectors (Butson et al., 2003). Equation (14) was used to calculate the pixel

values of the film dosimeters used.

Film Characteristic Curve

Film is an image converter which converts radiation, typically light, into

various shades of gray or optical density values. An important characteristic of

film is that it records, or retains, an image. The amount of exposure required to

produce an image depends on the sensitivity, or speed of the film being used. A

film with a high sensitivity requires less exposure than a film with a lower

sensitivity. The film's photo-sensitive layer is composed of three dyes that

respond to three different light spectrums. These curves show the spectral

sensitivity of each of these dyes across the visible light spectrum (390-700 nm).

The colour response curves of colour film emulsions are not linear across colour

channels and the response curve anomalies of each emulsion are idiosyncratic.

Film characteristic curves are used to relate the film exposure to the

resultant optical density where the exposure refers to the amount of photons that

reach the film and is dependent upon the intensity of the radiation and the time

that the film is exposed (NDT Resource Center, 2001-2014). The characteristic

curve is also referred to as the H&D curve, named after Hurter and Driffield
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who developed it in 1890. A plot of optical density (OD) versus log exposure

yields a characteristic S-curve for each type of film to determine its sensitivity

with three regions of importance: the toe, gradient, and shoulder as shown in

Figure 9. Change in the exposure will move along the curve, helping to

detemiine what exposure is needed for a given film.

Overexposure

Log £*2
Log Ex^

Film Latitude

Practical

Overexposure
Limit

u 1.6

Under
exposure

Practical -,
Underexposure

Limit

•3.0 •2.0 -10 0

log exposure (lux-seconds)

Figure 9: Characteristic curve of film density versus log exposure.
Source: Davidson, 1998

However, in terms of radiation dosimetry, the dose versus optical density is

most commonly used and is referred to as the sensitometric curve. In this case,

the OD is a function of radiation dose, dose rate, energy, type of primary

radiation depth of measurement, field size, and processor conditions (Durham,

2015) In Figure 9, the film used for the study was in the overexposure range

since it was being used in therapy dose assessment of higher doses. Figure 10

shows the various types of plots for film response.
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Figure 10: Plots of film response curves of optical density versus log exposure:
(a) H&D curve; (b) H&D curve with contrast; (c) Sensitometric; (d)
Dosimetry.

Source: Pai et al., 2007

Figure 10 shows the different representation of the film response and

radiation dose. The upper panel (a) and (b) is used in diagnostic radiology while

the lower panel (c) and (d) are useful in radiotherapy. The H&D curve is the

film response curve of a film where the log exposure is plotted on the x -axis and

the optical density on the y-axis. H&D curves are important for quantifying

contrast and dynamic range of a radiographic film. The characteristics of film

response could be plotted in various ways such as dose versus optical density

(OD), log (dose) versus OD, or log (dose) versus log (OD) as shown in Figure

10 There are advantages to each of these plots, but in radiation oncology the

dose versus OD is most often used and called the sensitometric curve (Pai et al.,

2007). In the study plot (c) and (d) from Figure 10 is expected for the

relationship between the optical density and dose for the sensitometric curves

and dosimetry measurement respectively.
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Photon Dose Algorithm

In radiation therapy, the dose to be delivered to patients needs to be

determined before the treatment. Therefore, it is necessary to have an accurate

method for predicting the dose distribution. In the past, planning computers

were used to calculate the radiation dose using data obtained by measurement

in a water phantom, and this leads to about 3% to 10% error in the situations

where inhomogeneity and lateral electron disequilibrium occur, especially in

small field sizes (Jones & Das, 2005). Clinically, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation

was proposed to give the most accurate solution and it was used to model the

dose distribution in a medium by simulating the photon transport (Rogers et al.,

1995; Verhaegen & Seuntjens, 2003; Andero, 1992; Purdy & Starkschall,

1999). The first available MC code for treatment planning was developed in the

early 90s by the National Research Council of Canada and the University of

Wisconsin in Madison.

Alternatively, the convolution algorithm was developed for treatment

planning since MC technique had a limited application in radiotherapy due its

high demands for computing power in the 90's. The convolution algorithm

calculates the dose delivered to a volume by convolving the interaction sites

with the dose deposition kernel derived from the output spectrum of the linear

accelerator. Convolution algorithm has improved dose calculation accuracy but

it still has limitation of breaking down when there is a high atomic number

material present.

Nowadays, fast computers and variance reduction techniques to speed

up the MCS calculation for radiotherapy treatment planning is feasible for use.
Monte Carlo takes into account the applicable physical interactions for
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calculating dose, allowing one to calculate dose even in the regions not well

accommodated by other dose algorithms (Sauer, 1995; Yu et al., 1995; Amfield

et al., 2000; Neuenschwander et al., 1995).

The Monte Carlo algorithm samples randomly from known cross

sections of photon interactions by simulating the stochastic nature of the photon

interactions (Andero, 1991; Mackie et al., 1996). The trajectory of the photon is

simulated until the photon leaves the volume of interest or falls below its energy

threshold. Firstly, the beam output of the radiotherapy is modelled, and the dose

distribution is calculated by using the beam model created. Monte Carlo

depends primarily on the correctness of the information about the starting

condition of the radiation transport, the materials used and the geometry of the

setup. In this study, the Monte Carlo software was used for dose calculations in

certain regions of the phantom by simulating the transport of photon and

recording the interactions of each particle until it reaches the pre-set threshold

energy.

Radiotherapy Technology

Advances in imaging technology in terms of computerized tomography

(CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron-emission tomography

(PET) and fusion PET/CT have improved the accurate targeting of tumours

(Vikram, 2009). Fundamentally, the processes of targeting the tumour with

maximal sparing of normal tissues and therapy planning have changed as a

result of the new developments in advanced technology in computers. The

targeted dose is delivered with the help of the teletherapy treatment machines.

The treatment machines incorporated gamma ray sources. They are often

mounted isocentrically allowing the beam to rotate about the patient at a fixed
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source-to-axis-distance (SAD) of 80 cm or ICQ cm. The primary part of the

external beam therapy machine used are, a radioactive source, a source housing,

gantry, patient support assembly and console (Podgorsak, 2005). In this study

CT, Co-60 and linear accelefator were used in the planning of the target tumour

and delivery of radiation doses.

Cobalt Teletherapy Machine

Cobalt-60 isotope is used widely for external beam radiotherapy,

considering the energy of emitted photons, half-life, specific activity and means

of production. The source activity Uc is inversely proportional to the half-life,

ti/2 as:

where A is the atomic mass number, m is the mass of the radioactive nuclide

and Na is Avagadro's number. The Co-60 source used decays over time with

a half-life of 5.26 years with a mean energy of 1.25 MeV. It emits two gamma

radiation of 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV. It disintegrates by beta minus emissions

to excited levels of Ni-60 (as shown in Figure 11).

®°Co
5.272 a

1.48 MeV ^

0.31 MeV 99.88%

1.1732 MeV y

1.3325 MeV /

60Ni

Figure 11: Decay scheme of Co-60.
Source: Lieser, 1991; Helmer, 2006
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The y-rays constitute the beam absorbed iii the cobalt source or the source

capsule, where they produce relatively low energy and essentially negligible

bremsstrahlung X-rays and characteristic X-rays. The relatively high

penetrability of Co-60 makes it a good isotope for teletherapy. Like the higher

energy X-ray beam from a linear accelerator, there is also a skin sparing benefit

with Co-60 treatment; the maximum dose is beneath the skin surface.

In this work, the Theratron Equinox 100 Co-60 manufactured by Best

Theratronics with a 1.25 MeV nominal photon energy was used. The source

activity within the treatment head of the teletherapy machine at the time of the

study was 399-0 TBq. Figure 12 shows a picture of the Cobalt treatment

machine.

w

12' Theratron equinox 100 Co-60 machine at National Centre of
Radiotherapy and Nuclear Medicine, Korle-Bu, Accra, Ghana.

Source: Fieldwork, 2018

Linear Accelerator

Linear accelerators (LINAC) are external beam radiotherapy machines

that use high frequency electromagnetic waves in the frequency range from 103

MHz to 104 MHz to accelerate electrons to kinetic energies from 4 to 25 MeV.



The electrons are accelerated following straight trajectories in accelerating

waveguides, the evacuated structures in a high power radioffequency fields

produced through the process of decelerating electrons in retarding potentials in

special evacuated devices. A removable target is used to produce high-energy

X-ray photons for photon radiation where the electrons can be scattered using

an electron scattering foil.

Electron gun and X-ray target form part of the accelerating waveguide

and are aligned directly with the accelerator isocenter, preclusive the need for a

beam transport system. A photon beam is produced and the RF power source is

mounted in the gantry. The beam traverses two independent ionization

chambers that constantly monitor the beam output and shut down the accelerator

if discrepancies are detected. The ionization chambers are used to measure the

monitor units (MU) of the linear accelerator (Greene & Williams, 1997;

Metcalfe et al., 1997; Podgorsak, 2005). A schematic diagram of a typical linear

accelerator is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Schematic diagram of a typical linear accelerator.
Source; Saeed (2015)
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Linear accelerators are available for clinical use in various types with

some providing X-rays only in the low MeV range and others providing both

X-ray and electrons at various MV energies. A typical modem high energy

accelerator provides two photon energies and several electron energies. There

is an increased flexibility with linear accelerator where lower energy electrons

can be used to treat superficial skin tumours and higher energy X-rays used to

treat deeper tumours with a lower dose to the skin (Forrest, 2003).

In this study, the linear accelerator treatment unit, manufactured by

Elekta Synergy 11 platform, with a 6 MV and 15 MV nominal photon energy

was used. Figure 14 shows a picture of the linear accelerator used for the study.

f  e 14' Elekta synergy linear accelerator machine at Sweden Ghana Medical
Centre, Accra, Ghana.

Source: Fieldwork, 2018

Computed Tomography

The use of computerized tomography (CT) introduced in clinics in 1971,

for a wide range of applications and for radiotherapy planning has increased the

accuracy both for geometric volume definitions (Goiten 1982; Dobbs et al.,

1983) and for dose calculations. Image-based treatment planning has become
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the standard for external beam radiotherapy. Patient data for treatment planning

need to be acquired from a computed tomography (CT) scanner. The data is

transferred into the treatment planning system (TPS) for contouring and

irealineiit. The CT image acquisition process involves the measurement of X-

ray transmission profiles through a patient for a large number of views by using

a detector, generally consisting of 800-900 detector elements referred to as a

detector row. Figure 15 shows the acquired transmission profiles to reconstruct

the CT image, composed of a matrix of picture elements (pixels).

J5- CT image acquisition showing the transmission of x-rays through'  patient by using (a) detector row, (b) with rotation of the X-ray
tube and detector and (c) by multiple detector.

Source: Dance et al., 2014

The values that are assigned to the pixels in a CT image are associated

with the attenuation of the corresponding tissue, or, linear attenuation
^ . X The linear attenuation coefficient depends on thecoefficient fi{rn )■

-x- tiip material, the density of the material and the photon energy,composition or xuc

as seen in Lambert beer's law:
Kx) = loe ^

n Ms the intensity of the attenuated X-ray beam, Iq is the unattenuatedwhere / (^)
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X-ray beam and x is the thickness of the material. Image reconstruction

techniques can then be applied to derive the matrix of linear attenuation

coefficients, which is the basis of the CT image.

CT scanners use CT numbers (in Hounsfield Units) to account for tissue

inhomogeneities within the human body, which are different from the

parameters required by the TPS. This enables the dose computation algorithm

of the TPS account for tissue heterogeneities in the dose computation process

by reading the CT images of the pixels.

Computed Tomography Numbers

The dimensions of the X-ray attenuation quantifier are the CT number.

The unit measure for the radio-density or the X-ray attenuation quantifier of the

substance scanned is known as the CT number (Hounsfield Unit named after Sir

Godfrey Hounsfield). Hounsfield Units is obtained from a linear transformation

of the measured attenuation coefficient based on the arbitrary definitions of air

and water at standard temperature and pressure. Each pixel is assigned HU scale

of tissue density value between -1000 for air and 0 for water.

In the CT image, the matrix of reconstructed linear attenuation

coefficients (l^tissue^ transformed into a corresponding matrix of HU, where

HU scale is expressed relative to the linear attenuation coeffici ent of water at

room temperature ^he linear attenuation coefficients (#t) are dependent

on the eiectron density and the eiementai composition. The relation between HU

and the linear attenuation coefficient for monoenergetic X-rays of 73 keV and

water equivalent tissues (Kn86s, 1991) is caiculated as:
_  Cn--^") (17)

f-tissue ~ ( 1000/

T1 range of the Hounsfield Unit for the tissues attenuation coefficient is
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displayed in the CT window settings for the body part being imaged.

Additionally, CT numbers have also been found to be dependent on the

individual CT scanner parameters such as kilovoltage peak (kVp) / filtration and

reconstruction algorithm (Cheng et al., 2005; Ebert et al., 2008). Table 4 gives

the Hounsfield Unit of some tissues and matters in the body.

Table 4: Typical Values and Ranges for Different Tissues and Materials
Cnh^tance Hounsfield Unit
Compact Bone +1000 (+300 to+2500)

+60 (+50 to+70)

Blood +55 (+50 to+60)
Kidneys +30 (+20 to+40)
Muscle +25 (+10 to+40)
Brain, Grey Matter +^5 (+30 to +40)
Brain, White Matter "'■25 (+20 to +30)

0
Water

Fat

Lungs

Air

-90 (-100 to -80)
-750 (-950 to -600)
■1000

Source: Dance et al., 2014

Table 4 was used to compare values of the HU, which is proportional to

the X-ray attenuation of the tissues used in the study. The HU of the CT scan is
'gnificant in the pre-assessment evaluation of the tissues before treatments.

Therefore, the relationship between the CT numbers and densities in each voxel
of the CT images were determined. In view of this, the phantoms were scanned
with scan parameters used for scanning patients based on anatomic site.

Electron Density Characterization
In the area of radiotherapy research, there is the need for a fast and

reliable technique to quantitatively characterize samples for electron density
iniai The radiological properties, that is, the electron density of(Sarapata,

substitutes should be known to a high degree of accuracy (Claude et al..tissue
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2013). Thus, the electron density, of a material may be computed from its

mass density, pm and its atomic composition according to the formula (Khan,

2003):

Pq = P,.-N4 ('8)

where

Na is the avogadro's number, ai is the fraction weight of a constituent element

of the material of atomic number Z\ and atomic weight Aj.

Again, the electron density could be obtained from the interaction per

unit path length (or linear attenuation coefficient) for a clinical beam in a

medium. This is directly proportional to the electron density of the medium

through which the clinical beam traverses provided beam hardening and

softening effect are minimized (Watanabe, 1999; Khan, 2003). The equation is

as follows:

,  (20)H = kpQ

_ . (21)

here p and p are the linear attenuation coefficients of a material and water

respectively measured using the same clinical beam energy and irradiation
A o are the electron densities of the material and watergeometry, Pq and PQ^y^ater

pectively and k is the proportionality constant. Therefore, from equations

(20) and (21), the electron densities of the materials could be calculated »-as:
(22)

Pq ~

Finally, the electron density can be determined from the CT numbers,
,  i3 linked to the tissues found in the human body with radiological
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properties of water or bone. For soft water like tissues with low atomic number

(Z), such that the CT number (in HU), Nct of the tissue is less than 100, the

relative electron density was found to be (Thomas, 1999, Battista et al., 1980).

= 1.0 + (0.001 X Wct) (23)

For bone like tissues with higher Z values such that Ncr is greater than 100, the

relative electron density is estimated as;

p = 1.052 + (0.00048 X WcT) (24)

Therefore,

Pq (25)
Pq' Pq,water

In this study the electron density used was determined from the CT

numbers from the CT scans. This procedure was used because the elemental

chemical composition of the material substitutes placed in the phantom was not

analysed.

Imaged Software

Image! software was used to analyze the exposed san images of the

EBT3 film because of its uniqueness to radiological image processing. Image!

a !ava image processing program designed and inspired by National Institutes

of Health (Schneider et al., 2012) for Macintosh for public domain. It runs as an

online applet or a downloadable application, on any computer. It is use d to solve
radiological image processing problems (Barboriak et al., 2005). Image!

displays, edits, analyzes, processes, saves, and prints S-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit
colour images, with pixel size of 612 x 842. It can read many image formats

TPFfi BMP DICOM, and FITS. It can calculate area and
files of TIFF, GIF, »

,  4.fictirs of defined user selections and intensity. In the study thepixel value statistics ui u
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area was created using the rectangular selection tools of measure which displays

the width and height as well.

Again, ImageJ does geometric transformations and supports standard

image processing functions of contrast manipulation, sharpening, smooth ing,

edge detection and median filtering. All analysis and processing functions are

available at any magnification factor. The program supports any number of

windows (images) simultaneously, limited only by available memory (ImageJ,

2018a).

The ImageJ window contains a menu bar, tool bar, and status bar. The

measurement of results is displayed in the "Results" window. The toolbar tools

are used to select, zoom and scroll the images. The status bar displays the pixel

coordinates and values. The colours, which reflect genuine colours in RGB

images (24-bit), was used to show multi-channel images (ImageJ, 2018b).

Chapter Summary

In summary, the chapter reviewed the literature relevant to the research

problem which included the interaction of radiation of matter, dosimetry

protocols in radiotherapy, radiometric dosimeter film (EBT3) and phantoms

used in measurement of absorbed doses. The technology and dose algorithm of

radiation therapy were also introduced in this chapter. The final review was on

the ImageJ software to be used in calculating the doses.
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CHAPTER THREE

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Introduction

This chapter provides relevant information on the experimental and

theoretical framework of this study. The health facilities, dosimetry equipment

and methods used to measure, analyse and model the dose distribution are

discussed. The chapter describes the calibration, measurement procedures and

dosimeter (EBT3 films) that were used. In addition, it includes a discussion on

the quality control of the procedures and protocols used for assessing the

performance of the machines that were used for the measurement. Furthermore,

the standard phantom (anthropomorphic) used for the validation of the in vivo

dosimetry is discussed. Phantoms construction (named Adelaide A and B), to

mimic the thorax of the body of a female, is also discussed. ImageJ software,

Microsoft Excel and Minitab statistical tool, used to analyze the experimental

data is presented. Also, Monte Carlo software was used to analyze the

theoretical simulation of the dose distribution from a Co-60 source.

Health Facility

The study was carried out at a Radiotherapy Unit of the National Centre

for Radiotherapy and Nuclear Medicine (NCRNM), Korle-Bu Teaching

Hospital and the Sweden Ghana Medical Centre Limited (SGMC) both located

A era The NCRNM facility uses Cobalt-60 treatment machine while SGMC
^o^iprfltor for radiation treatment. Table 5 shows the equipment

used a linear acceierdiui

Tication for the two facilities. Ethical clearance was sought from the
.  raoe Coast Institutional Review Board (UCCIRB).University or cape
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Table 5: Specification of the Machines used for the Study

Machines Linear Accelerator Cobalt

Manufacturer

Model

Elekta AB, Stockholm,
Sweden

Synergy 11 Platform

Best Theratronics, Canada

Theratron Equinox 100
Cobalt-60

Source Activity Photons (x-rays) 399 TBq Photons (y-rays)

Energies 6MV& 15MV 1.25 MeV

Treatment

Planning System
Ocentra Masterplan Prowess Panther

Source: Field Data, 2017

Equipment

The study measured, calculated and assessed the ionizing radiation dose

absorbed as a result of the interaction of radiation with matter. Therefore, the

delivered dose received was measured by the following equipment. They

include Cobalt ('"Co) machine, linear accelerator (LINAC), one dimensional (1 -

D) motorized water phantom, solid plate phantom (slabs), ionization chamber,
electrometer, barometers, thermometer, and EBT3 film dosimeter.

Water and Solid Phantoms

Water and solid plate phantoms were employed in the study as part of

the dosimetric processes, in accordance with the AAPM TG-51 and IAEA TRS-

398 protocols, for photon calibration. The water phantom and solid plate
phantom were used for the Co-60 and LINAC treatment units for the photon
calibration The phantoms were of the same dimensions which is 30 cm x 30 cm

(standard size), and were made from Perspex (aiso known as poly methyl
th rylate) The measuring depth of the water phantom was adjusted to 20

in cvlindrical chambers. On one side of the water phantom is a
mm for its use m

^ hv the manufacturer to accommodate 0.6 cm^ farmer type
hole provided oy
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ionization chamber. On its surface is an opening used for filling the phantom

with water for the beam output measurement. The solid plate phantom used

consists of pile of plates of thicknesses of 0.5 cm, 1 cm, and 5 cm. Figure 16

shows a picture of the water and solid phantoms. Table 6 shows the specification

of the solid phantom.

Figure 16: Phantoms: (a) water phantom filled with water (b) solid plates
phantom.

Source: Field Data, 2017

Table 6: Technical Specification of the Solid Phantom used in the Study

Phantoms

Material

Density

Measuring depth

Adjustment of depth

Energy range

Radiation incidence

Exterior dimensions

Source: Field Data, 2017

Solid Plate

PMMA

1.18 g/cm^

18-250 mm (cylindrical chambers)

manually

0.!-50MV,2-50MeV

Horizontal beam

30 cm (L) X 30 cm (W) x 30 cm (H)

The water phantom was not used with the linear accelerator due to the

high electric voltage associated with the linear accelerator making it



cumbersome. Therefore, water equivalent solid phantom was available for use

with the LINAC. Solid phantoms also eliminate the inconvenience of

transporting, setting up and filling water tanks. It scatters and attenuates

radiotherapy range X-rays the same way as water without charge storage

problems.

lonization Chamber

The main tool in medical dosimetry is the ionization chamber (Shani,

2001). The ionization chamber used for measurements in the study was the

Farmer chamber type, of volume 0.6 cm', manufactured by PTW Freiburg,

(Germany), and was calibrated at the National Metrology Institute of South

Africa. The chamber is water proof. The maximum polarizing voltage used was

+400 volt. Table 7 gives the specification of the ion chamber used with the Co-

60 and the LINAC beam energies.

T«hle 7: Ionization Chamber Specifications used in the Study
Famer Type ROOS Chamber 34001

Type
PTW-Freiburg, Germany

TM30010-1

000821

1.1%

Manufacturer

Model

Serial Number

Detector Calibration Factor, No.w 5.408 x 10' Oy/C
Uncertainty

Source: Field uata, 2017

The ion chamber was used to detect the individual charged particles

created in the water phantom when exposed to the beam energy for therapy. The
„«.fr.rmed bv inserting ion chamber within a tissue equivalentverification was perrormcu uj

which a measurement of the absorbed dose was obtained. Thephantom, after whicn a

h  ber was also used in the study to measure the monitor units (MU)
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(Greene & Williams, 1997; Metcalfe et al, 1997; Podgorsak, 2005) for the

LINAC. Figure 17 shows a picture of the Fanner type ion chamber.

Figure 17: Farmer type ionization chamber.
Source: Field Survey, 2017

Electrometer

The PTW UNIDOS electrometer (model T1002I, Freiburg, Germany)

with serial number of 000590 was used in the study. The ion chamber and the

electrometer were connected together. It is a very sophisticated and accurate

measuring device for dose and dose rate measurements in radiation therapy

(Elbashir Ali 2008). The electrometer was used to quantify the charges detected

by the ion chamber in units of nanocoulomb {nC) in evaluating the absorbed

dose to water (Dws)- Figure 18 shows a picture of the electrometer used in the

study.

Figure 18: PTW UNIDOS electrometer.
Source: Field Survey. 2017
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Barometer and Thermometer

A Sensor Type GE Barometer (Druck Pace 1000) and an analogue

barometer were used with LINAC and cobalt-60 machines respectively. The

reference pressure range for the Sensor Type GE Barometer was 99.61 kPa -

101.07 kPa. The temperatures were measured using a thermocouple

thermometer (K-Type, Testo 925) for both therapy machines. These

measurements were used to to calculate the respective correction factors for

each facility.

GafChromic EBT3 Film Dosimeter

The GafChromic EBT3 film (EBT3 film) with product code 828206,

from Ashland Speciality Ingredients (NJ, USA) was the dosimeter used in the

study The EBT3 film used has 10 films per box and dimensions of 12.8 x 14.7

inches. The film comprises of a single active layer, nominally 27 pm thick,

containing the active component, marker dye, stabilizers and other components

giving the film its low energy dependence response. The active layer is in the

middle of two, 120 pm transparent polyester component. The EBT3 film's

polyester components have a distinct surface treatment containing microscopic

silica particles, which maintain a gap between the film surface and the glass
window in a flatbed scanner. The active layer incorporates a yellow dye,

decreases ultraviolet and light sensitivity that enables multi-channel dosimetry.

The recommended protocol for radiometric film dosimetry described by the
AAPM TG-55 report 63 (Arjomandy et a!., 2010a) was used for the study.
Figure 19 shows the configuration of the EBT3 film.
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Figure 19: Configuration of EBT3 radiometric film.
Source: GafChromic EBT3 Scan Handling Guide

Performance of Quality Control

Quality Control (QC) on the dosimetry systems were performed, at the

facilities of the study, to check the reliability of the operational techniques and

equipment used, and to correct the performance of the equipment, if the

requirements are not met. The purpose was to verify that the machine

characteristics do not deviate significantly from their baseline values, as

acquired at the time of their acceptance and commissioning. The quality control

tests were performed daily, weekly and monthly as it may be required for the

duration of the study. Instrumentation records with respect to calibration

certificates and equipment types were recorded for the ionization chamber,

electrometer, thermometer and barometer. Safety and mechanical integrity of

the LINAC and Cob3lt-60 treatment unit were a.ssessed in accordance with the

IAEA TRS 398 The quality control checks were classified as dosimetry,

mechanical and safety.

Dosimetric Check

The radiation output of the LINAC (IcGy/MU) and Cobalt-60

(1 G ̂ min) are checked daily, before the first patient is treated. Elekta (2011)
nded that both the LINAC and cobalt machines are warmed up before
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use. The dosimetric checks performed were on the beam output constancy, and

the tolerance was expected to be within ±3% of the reference dose. The photon

beam output tests were performed with a calibrated ion chamber (as shown in

Figure 17) and a phantom to ensure that I cGy/MU is delivered to the isocenter

under specific reference conditions. Treatment time of 60 seconds and 100 MU.

from dose conversion, were delivered three times by the LINAC and cobalt

machines respectively. The beam output constancy was also measured for the

LINAC at a depth of 10 cm, and 5 cm for the Cobalt-60 machine at source to

surface distance (SSD) of 100 cm. The charged particle readings of the ion

chamber were recorded using the electrometer, which is shown in Figure 18.

The output factors were normalized to 10 x 10 cm^ field size at gantry angle of

0 ». The output in nanocoulomb (nC) was calculated as follows;

Output = Mavg * ̂T.p *CF* PCF (26)

where Mavg 's 'he raw ion chamber readings in coulombs (C), CF is the

calibration factor, K,) are the collection efficiency factors. The

recombination losses were negligible because the chamber polarity was

operated near saturation of+400.

The collection efficiency factors could be calculated as:
__ /iM-i-l+IM-h (27)

^Pol " \ 2M )

here M and M- are the electrometer readings at the voltage +Vi and
,  nyf ;c thP absolute value of M+ measured in nanocoulomb (nC),respectively, M is uic au

Kale is the electrometer calibration factor,
_  (28)

r  • the recombination correction factor, where Vi is the normal
where Ks is mc
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polarizing voltage and K2 is the reduced polarizing voltage. > V2, Mi and

M2 are the readings at Vi and V2 respectively in nanocoulomb.

The temperature and pressure correction factor (K't-.p) was also calculated based

on the formula:

/273.15+r\Pg (29)
^T.P \273.15+TqJ P

where Pq is the reference pressure of value 101.3 kPa and Tq is the reference

temperature of value 20 °C at reference calibration conditions. T and P are the

temperature and pressure readings during the measurement respectively. The

phantom correction factor (PCF) was taken as 1.0 for water equivalent

phantom.

Mechanical Check

The following mechanical checks were performed on the LINAC and

Cobalt-60 treatment units to establish the precision and accuracy of the

mechanical motions and the treatment couch. The mechanical checks performed

were localizing lasers, treatment couch alignment and verifying optical distance

indicator (ODl), gantry/collimator angles, and field sizes.

The localizing lasers were assessed to check that all laser beams were

correctly indicated on the isocentre and that the opposing laser beams were
ongruent The lateral and sagittal lasers were verified within 1 mm tolerance.

Optical distance indicator (ODl) was measured to check that the source-to-
^  (SSD) indicator was same as the mechanical distance. The

GDI was measured at several SSD In the range between 80 cm and ICQ cm.
.U rr, 142 recommendation, the tolerance for ODl is 1 mm, withAccording to tne

f 1 rm CAlmond et al., 1999). Measurements of gantry and
a resolution of 1 t

1.C were oerformed to check the correspondence between thecollimator angles were p
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readings at the treatment control panel or the display monitor, the mechanical

scale readings and the absolute position. The gantry and collimator were fixed

at 0 The field size indicator was carried out to check that the readout of the

field size agreed with the measured light field size.

The accuracy and linearity of the treatment table in the lateral,

longitudinal and vertical motion were checked by performing the treatment

couch position indicator test. For the linearity test for LINAC an integrated

treatment time (TT) of 50 MU, 100 MU and 200 MU for 15 MV beam was

measured with a field size of 10 x 10 cm^ and SSD of 100 cm at depth of 10 cm.

Using the same field size and source to surface distance for the LINAC, an

integrated treatment time of 0.3 min, 0.6 min, 0.9 min, 1.2 min and 1.5 min was

measured for the Cobalt treatment unit at a depth of 5 cm.

The light and treatment field coincidence were also conducted to test the

congruence of the radiation and light field at various gantry angles by aligning

iece of paper at 100 cm SSD to the crosshairs. The tolerance for thea piece

mechanical checks was expected to be within 2 mm.

Safety Check

The safety assessments were performed for door interlocks, warning

lights, audio-visual monitors, emergency switches and radiation survey of the
control room and the console. The safety checks were also performed for the

safety of the staff and the public. In order to avoid undesirable irradiation. The
.• iMkaee radiation is 0.1 % of the useful beam at 1 m, from

shielding limit lor ictmaB

go source, or the target of the linear accelerator (Hartmann, 2006).
the C-zOhfln V

These checks should be functional according to the IAEA TRS 398 protocol.
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Calibration of Radiometric Films

The radiochromic film dosimeter (GafChromic EBT3) was calibrated in

order to assess the doses within an acceptable range. A traceable calibrated ion

chamber from the National Metrology Institute of South Africa was used to

convert the charged particle readings to mean dose in air, in its sensitive volume.

No separate electrometer calibration factor (K^,^) was required for calculating

the dose assessed by the EBT3 film. The electrometer has the ability to store all

correction factors required in the measurements and then compensate the

corrected reading.

For the dose range used for calibrating the EBT3 film, rational functions

were used. This is because they are simple for inversion and determination of

density as a function of dose. It is expected that the increasing exposure would

increase the optical density of the film as it progressively becomes darker. The

rational functions therefore entail fewer calibration dose points, films and it

saves time and close to a constant value at high dose level. In most cases, not

more than five to eight dose points, distributed in a geometric sequence are

required.

The calibration processes involved cutting of the EBT3 film into smaller

sizes irradiating them, using both Cobalt and LINAC, scanning and reading of

the films and finally determining the optical density of the film.

Cutting of GafChromic EBT3 Film
.  . /IOR Y 14 7 inches) of the EBT3 film was cut into

Each sheet a i-r.

rectangular pieces of dimensions 2 cm x 3 cm. for easy orientation, by using a
•  nr EBT3 film is orientation dependent of the film. This

sharp pair of scissor.

results from the needle-like shape of the particles of the activebehaviour
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component and their preferential alignment parallel to the short edge of the film

(Niroomand-Rad et al., 1998). Figure 20 shows the rectangular pieces of the

EBT3 films.

Figure 20-. Pieces of EBT3 film.
Source: Field Survey, 2017

Irradiation of GafChromic EBT3 Films

Water and solid plate phantoms, both of PMMA (as shown in Figure 16)

were irradiating with Cobalt-60 and LINAC respectively for the calibration of

the films The equipment used for the performance of the quality control were

also used for the irradiation (Appendix B). The phantoms were used because of

their availability and suitability for photon beam measurements. The field size

sed for the irradiation of the films was 10 cm x 10 cm at the isocenter and the
r  A\^icince CSSD) was set at 100 cm for Cobalt-60 and LINAC

source to surface distance

treatment machines.

For LINAC Irradiation
vt-aHiflted nerpendicular to the beam central axis at a depth

The film irrauwit-u ̂  r

1 of 1 5 cm and 2.5 cm for the photon energies of 6 MVof maximum dose (dmoMlu

Y  pectively The solid plate phantom with dimension of 30 x 30
,  . kness was used for this measurement following the IAEA

cm^ and 5 cm tnic



TRS 398 code of practice with reference dose rate of 600 Gy/MU.

One piece of the film at a time was placed on the solid phantom exposed

at one of the following dose levels, 0, 20, 40, 80, 160, 240, 320, 400, 500 cGy

using the 6 MV X-ray beam of the Elekta Synergy LINAC. This process was

repeated for 15 MV and the absorbed dose from the LINAC was measured using

a calibrated ion chamber and the electrometer. These dose values were

converted to monitor unit (MU). The room temperature and pressure were

recorded to be 25.4 °C and 100.27 kPa. Correction and scaling factors were

applied for the solid plate phantom.

The monitor unit calculation to the isocenter was:

£  ̂30)
" DoX5c(rc)x5p(rd)x7'PR(d.rd)xWF(d.rd)xrFx/5F

where the dependent variables D is the dose to the calculation point, 5^ is in air

output ratio, 5p is the phantom scatter factor, TPR is the tissue phantom ratio,

WF is the wedge factor, TF is the tray factor and ISF is the inverse square factor

given as:

<">

SSDo is the source to surface distance under normalization conditions, SAD is
the source to isocenter (axis) distance, do 's the reference depth. The
independent variables are defined as, r, is the field size defined by the

ir tor jaws Td is the field size at the depth of the calculation point, d is the

depth to point of calculation. Figure 21 shows the setup of the solid plate
phantom.
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Figure 2/; Solid plates phantom setup.
Source: Field Survey, 2017

For Cobalt-60 Irradiation

The EBT3 fi lms irradiations were also performed with the Cobalt-60

unit (Theratron Equinox 100; Best Theratronics). The dose rate and the

irradiation time of the Co-60 were determined by performing a dose calibration,

following the TRS398 protocol described in Appendix A. The EBT3 fi lms were

placed perpendicular to the beam central axis, at a depth of 5 cm in the water
phantom for a field size 10x10 cm^ The water phantom was fi lled with water
for the beam output measurement. Correction and scaling factors were corrected

for the water phantom. One at a time, the pieces of the fi lm were placed in the

water phantom and exposed to doses ranging from 0 - 500 cGy, specifically, the
dose levels were 0, 20, 40, 80, 160, 240, 320,400, 500 cGy. These dose values
were calculated and converted to treatment time (TT) as:

Prescribed Dose
TT = Depth Dose*Dose Rate^Scatter factor

where the scatter factor is equal to 1.0. The room temperature was recorded to
be 22 8 and 101.15 kPa was recorded for pressure. The relationship between

the dose to the fi lm and the optical density was determined as the calibration
curve as discussed in chapter four. The uncertainty was analyzed for the
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measurement as a standard deviation relative to the measurement, by using

equation (13). Figure 22 is a diagram of the water phantom with reference field

size of 10 X 10 cm^. The EBT3 films were stored in a dark location until they

were scanned.

Figure 22\ Irradiation setup for Cobalt-60.
Source: Field Survey, 2017

Scanning of GafChromic EBT3 Films

A flatbed scanner, Epson Stylus (CX5900) with 24-bit colour, 612 x 842

"xel and two other commercial and widely used scanners named Scanner A

(Inkjet) and Scanner B (HP ScanJet) were also used for the scanning of the films

after irradiation. Although, the RGB (red green blue) scanner is recommended

f  nning of the film, it was not available. However, because the dose range
.  u Stvlus is similar to the recommended scanner, it wasreadable by Epson :5iyi"

^  all the films with its scanning parameters in professionaltherefore used, to reau a

I  ■ j^portant to turn off all image adjustments features on the scanner
so that the adjustment icons appear gray.

All the films were scanned in the landscape orientation, in order to
■  ns within the film as recommended by the manufacturer, and

reduce variations
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Menegotti et al., (2008). The shorter side of the film was oriented parallel to the

scan direction to minimize the effect of lateral response artefact. The films were

positioned in the center of the scanner in the direction perpendic ular to the scan

direction. GafChromic EBT3 film is posterior-anterior symmetrical, therefore it

can be scanned with either side facing the light source on the scanner.

Uniformity test at a reproducible central location on the scan surface was

checked. This was checked by placing the unexposed films on the scanner and

scanned. To identify which film was exposed to which dose, the exposed films

were labelled at the bottom left comer. This labels A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and H

corresponded to the doses of 20, 40, 80, 160, 240, 320, 400, 500 cGy

respectively for each of the photon of energies of 1.25 MeV, 6 MV and 15 MV.

Figure 23 shows pictures of the exposed and unexposed films.

-,7 c^annpH EBT3 Films of 2 cm x 3 cm dimensions; (a) unexposedf,gure 23-. Sc^anned EB ^

Source: Field Survey (2017

Reading ofGafChromicEBT3 Films

The scanned images of the exposed EBT3 films were imported into the



image processing software, ImageJ1.46r/Javal.6.0_20 (64 bit) (National

Institute of Health, Bethesda). The film image data, which was saved in tagged

image file format (TIFF), were splitted into colour channels of red, green and

blue shown in Figure 24. The first of the reading was to measure the mean gray

value of the unexposed film (background). A rectangular selection of 40 mm x

60 mm was chosen for each scanned image and colour channel. The region of

interest (ROI) when measured with the ImageJ, gives the mean pixel value,

representing three images of the same size corresponding to each colour channel

(red green blue) colours. The pixel value is a measure of the amount of light that

is transmitted through the film during scanning. The pixel values were in gray

level units, and in the range 0-255, and after calibration, the pixel values of 612

X 842 were converted to optical density.

„:V."

i  1. -
El 2x642 plx«l5:6-lJlt 503K

i Uniformity) hp0024if (rtd... — □ X
«12a842pk«ls:e-blt 503K

1 gi -Hfli? ninils: a-Mt "

KM ^ K H HI n

■ ■ ■ Hi IH ■ n u

■ I ■
ra n n

li Hi

■ ■ Hi

■ H ■■

■■■
Bn iw? naa ■ w n

Source: Field Data, 2017
The response values corresponding to each channel determined, from

h  • 1 readings at different dose values were recorded. The sensitometric
d ta were fitted with a fourth order polynomial equation. The

.  eauation was used to convert the pixel values recorded tosensitometric curve
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dose. The same procedure was conducted for all the photon beam energies used

in the study (1.25 MeV, 6 MV and 15 MV). Equation (14) was adopted and used

to calculate the optical density of the film. The pixel value exposed is equivalent

to the light intensity transmitted through the exposed film and the unexposed

pixel value represents the light intensity of unexposed film indicated in Equation

(14) The optical density (OD) of the film scanner colour channel was calculated

using equation (33) as;

/ Meo-Ti Pixel Valuegxposed (33)
^^^^^\Mean.PixelValue-unexposed)

Figure 25 shows the images of the EBT3 films and its corresponding scanning

data for analysis using the red channel.
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Figure 2')- Images of EBT3 fi lms and scanning process using the red channel.
Source: Field Data, 2017

Pliantom Design

Two phantoms named Adelaide phantom A and Adelaide phantom B
j  r-nnstructed based on the scan images of the standardwere designed and consuu

h  morphic phantom (as shown in Figure 4) and a patient CT scan images
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respectively to provide optimization and standardization. Therefore, in this

section the materials and methods used for the construction of the Adelaide

phantom A and B, and the attenuation coefficients of the tissues within the

thoracic region of the breast are presented. The materials used for the

construction of the Adelaide phantom A and B were mainly Perspex and

polystyrene.

Perspex

Perspex sheets of thicknesses 10 mm and 20 mm. and of density 1.19

g/cm' were used to construct the Adelaide phantom A and B respectively. The
perspex, also known as PMMA, Lucite, or Plexiglas, has a chemical
composition of (CsOaHs)„ with densities of 0.08 g/cm^for hydrogen, 0.5998
g/cm' for carbon and 0.3196 g/cm' for oxygen, with effective atomic number of
6.48. The perspex material was used because of its reliability, robustness and
low-cost. It is easy to cut, shape and modify by adding some materials after
fabrication. It does not deform over a long period of time, and homogenous slabs

can be obtained. The phantoms were fabricated to mimic the thorax (trunk) of a
standard female adult human with detachable breast.

The Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AGAC) method was
employed in this study (Jorhem,1993; Jorhem & Engman, 2000) to analyse the
elemental composition of the perspex. The elements C, Sn, K, Fe, Zn, Cd, Mg,

u n N were determined by wet acid digestion using Milestone
Mn, Cfl} H.} »

, /ioq6.2000). Specifically, about 6 mLof HNO3 (65%) andlaboratory protocol (199

H2O2 (30%) ®

and acid mixture was kept in a programmed microwave oven to achieve
•  After digestion, the remaining digestate was allowed to

the desired digestion.
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cool. Subsequently, the digestate was transferred into a 20 mL volumetric flask

of distilled water. The metal ion compositions of the standard and sample

solutions were determined using flame atomic absorption spectrometry (FAAS)

in an air acetylene flame using a fast sequential Atomic Absorption

Spectrometer (Varian AA240 FS) at the Ecological Laboratory (Ecolab),

University of Ghana. A calibration curve showing a plot of the absorbance of

each element versus the element concentration was utilized to determine the

concentration of each element in the Perspex samples shown in Table 8.

Table 8; Elemental Composition of Perspex

Element Concentration (%)

C
19.5510

Sn
0.784

K
0.45

Fe
0.1804

Zn
0.0036

Cd
0.0057

Mg
0.0772

Mn
0.0158

Ca
0.0165

Source' Field Data, 2017

Polystyrene

Polystyrene, a long chain hydrocarbon with chemical formula of CsHs.

was used for the phantom construction. Properties of the polystyrene used are
hown in Table 9. The polystyrene used for the study was a widely used solid

plastic which is hard, brittle and inexpensive.
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Table 9: Properties of Polystyrene

Properties Measure

Density 0.94-1.04 g/cm''

Melting point ~ 240

Solubility in water insoluble

Solubility Non soluble in acetone"

Thennal conductivity 0.033 W/ (m.K)

Source: Adopted from *Wunsch, 2000; **Wypych, 2012

Figure 26: A picture of the polystyrene used in the study.
Source: Field Survey, 2017

Fabrication of Phantoms

In the study phantoms were construction as a physical representation of

the female thoracic part of the body's anatomy. Materials that are readily
11 and have physical densities comparable to those of tissuesavailable locally a

u  reeion of the human body were sought for the study. The
found in the thoracic icgi

-  \ Aed a balloon, plastic bottle and polyurethane foam representingmaterials incluoea

1  , mwo seed and cork, representing the muscle and plaster
the lung tissue, clay, ma g

.  .orvPi cassava stick, polyvmyl chloride (PVC) pipe were used toof Pans (POP), Ods&a

U  and candle, wax, crushed egg shell and rice were also usedrepresent the bone anu

for glandular tissues.
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Adelaide Phantom A

Two body parts were constructed, namely the thorax (trunk) and the

detachable breast component. The exterior dimensions of the moulded part of

the trunk was of length 30 cm, width 30 cm and of height 15 cm. The cone

shaped breast component of the phantom moulded was of base 12.5 cm, height

8 cm and nipple size of 3.5 cm diameter. The detachable breast was glued to the

trunk representing fully the upper part of the average female adult. An opening

was created at the posterior of the side of the phantom to enable the placement

of materials that make up the phantom. Figure 27 shows a picture of the

constructed Adelaide phantom A.

Breast
>

(detachable)

Trunk

Figure 27-. A picture of the Adelaide phantom A.
Source: Fieldwork, 2017

The physical dimensions of the phantom were determined based on the
omorphic phantom to mimic an average breast cancer female

p 1 g^yrene material was used to shape the critical organs located within
f  hndv Local materials of balloons, mango seed and

the female thorax of
i.rv iKpd to represent the critical organs of the lungs, heart

cassava stick were also usea
....r-tivelv The images of the scanned anthropomorphic

and spinal cord respecti
A  demarcate the depth of the critical organs in the Adelaidephantom were use o
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phantom as shown in Figure 28.

Figure 28: Scan images of the anthropomorphic phantom,
Source; Fieldwork, 2017

Adelaide Phantom B

Adelaide phantom B was constructed based on patient CT scan images

of 400 mA and 120 kV. The phantom was made up of perspex sheet of size 8x4

inches The perspex was cut into eighteen (18) slabs with the image slice

thickness of 5 mm, representing the thorax of the female body. Firstly, the CT
»=. nroiected on a screen with a projector. These recorded imagesscan images were piujv-vt

were traced out with a marker on an A3 tracer paper. The tracer paper was later
,  on Pprsnex sheet and the cutting machine was used to cut theplaced on the 2U mm reisp«^

paper to the required shapes as shown m F.gure 29.
Furthermore the lungs and heart were shaped out using a drilling

h' e Aflerwards the slabs were arranged in the ascending order starting
from 0 - 17 A stand was made for the phantom, designed with the perspex with

.U tiehtened. Adelaide phantom B was smoothened to
holders, to keep the siaos ug

.  No attempt was made to simulate the skin layer
shape as shown in Figure 3U.
for the Adelaide phantoms.
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Figure 29\ Adelaide phantom B construction processes.
Source: Fieldwork, 2018

Figure 30: A picture of the Adelaide phantom B,
Source: Fieldwork, 2018

Tissue-Substitutes

4- r V rav radiation absorbed by each element in tissue-
The amount or

d the characterization of the relative density of the substance was

the CT scan of the Adelaide phantoms. Materials, with an

rlose as possible to the simulated tissues, were identified
atomic composition as

Nc+imtes for the Adelaide phantoms. The materials included
and used as tissue-su

substitutes

determined during
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a balloon, plastic bottle and polyurethane foam representing the lung tissue,

clay, mango seed and cork, representing the muscle and plaster ofParis (POP),

cassava stick, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe were used to represent the bone.

Candle, wax, crushed egg shell and rice were also used for glandular tissues.

These were chosen based on their similarity in composition to the human

tissues. The Hounsfield Unit (Hounsfield number) was determined using the

Emotion CT Scanner (Siemens AG, Munich, Germany) for the tissue densities

used for the study. Four tissue-substitutes at a time were placed in a rectangular

polystyrene phantom of 30 cm x 15 cm. CT scanning was conducted, under

identical conditions as those for radiotherapy patients. The mean Hounsfield

numbers were determined in circular regions of diameter 1.3 cm with the centre

coinciding with the centre of the tissue equivalent samples. Perturbations on the

result from beam hardening were corrected assuming all the tissues were water

equivalent, and at various positions in the phantom, the CT values gave the same

reading for water samples.

Figures/: CT scan of the Adelaide phantom A.
Source: Fieldwork, 2017
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The tissue-substitutes of the anthropomorphic phantom, for the lung and

muscle are well suited to dosimetry according to Knoos (1991). The elemental

compositions for muscle, lung, average bone and cortical bone were taken from

ICRU (1989) as shown in Appendix C.

CT scans are used to correct for tissue inhomogeneities in radiotherapy

treatment planning, it is important to obtain a precise relationship between CT

number and electron density. Therefore, the electron densities of the local

materials from the CT numbers identified in each voxel of the CT images were

calculated from equations (20) and (21).

Experimental Dose Measurement

The experimental and theoretical measurements conducted to determine

the absorbed doses to the breast and critical organs, using the phantoms, are

described in this section. During treatment at the radiotherapy unit, a patient is

made to lie supine on the treatment couch, with the head of the patient toward

the gantry. The collimator, gantry and couch angles are set to zero, with the line

from the patient's sternal notch to xiphisternum parallel to the gantry axis of

rotation with the help of lasers, employing source to surface (SSD) treatment

technique The same setup was used for the phantoms to mimic an actual

treatment procedure. Measurements were made for the left breast (mastectomy)

and intact breast (both breasts attached) irradiation based on the protocols of the

study facilities. Two tangential beams (medial and lateral) were used.
The materials used for the experimental measurements included the

anthropomorphic (standard) and Adelaide phantoms, CT Scanner, Treatment

PI ' g Systems (TPS), the linear accelerator and cobalt machine to assess the
d  s to the critical organs. The methods for the measurements included the
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acquisition of CT data, treatment planning implementation and treatment

delivery.

The phantoms (anthropomorphic and Adelaide) were scanned separately

with the Emotion CT scanner at the Sweden Ghana Medical Centre (SGMC)

with 5 mm slice width. The scanned images from the CT were imported to

Oncentra Master Treatment Planning System version 4.3 for three-dimensional

(3-D) conformal external beam planning for the LINAC machine, and Prowess

Panther TPS for the Cobalt machine. The TPS generated the beam shapes, and

used them to perform the dose distribution of the phantoms as shown in Figure

32.

Dose point

Figure 32: Representation of dose point information.
Source; Fieldwork, 2017

The anthropomorphic phantom was placed on the treatment couch to

match the set up for the CT scan, EBT3 film of rectangular size of 2 cm x 3 cm

were placed at different locations on the left breast and beneath the left breast

of the phantom. In order to easily identify the positions, the EBT3 films were

numbered as IT, 2T, 3T, 4T and 5T for measurements on top of the left breast.
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The dose measurement beneath the phantom was numbered 2B, 3B, 4B and 5B.

An absolute dose prescription of 50 Gy at 2 Gy in 25 fractions was given in

medial and lateral tangential for 6 MV photon beam. Figure 33 shows the

irradiation of tlie anthropomorphic phantom and the positions of the EBT3

films.

Pliaiiroin

EBT3 Film

Figure 33\ Setup of the irradiation of the anthropomorphic phantom with EBT3
Films; (a) intact breast; (b) mastectomy.

Source: Field Data, 2017

The experimental method used for the anthropomorphic phantom was

also used for the Adelaide phantoms. Balloon, clay, plaster of Paris and wax

were inserted into the Adelaide phantom A to mimic the lung, heart, spinal cord

and glandular tissues respectively. Figure 34 shows the irradiation setup.

Fi ure 34' Setup of the irradiation ofthe Adelaide phantom A with EBT3 Films:
(a) intact breast; (b) mastectomy.

Source: Fieldwork, 2018
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The Adelaide phantom B went through all the planning stages including

CT scanning and simulation same as the anthropomorphic and Adelaide A

phantoms. For the Adelaide phantom B, only the left breast and the critical

organs were measured using the EBT3 film. For this phantom, mastectomy

measurement was not assessed, because the breast component was embedded in

the construction, therefore it made it difficult to measure without the left breast

(mastectomy).

The gantry and collimator angles and SSD were kept constant in all the

measurements. The beam information is shown in Appendix D. After irradiation

the EBT3 films were scanned in the landscape orientation. The scanning was

done with Epson Stylus scanner 72 hours after irradiation. The scanned images

were read with the ImageJ vl.46r in the red channel with area of 40 mm x 60

mm The dose response values were calculated using the sensitometric curve

equation, generated from the EBT3 film calibration. The same procedure was

carried out at the Cobalt-60 treatment unit.

Theoretical Dose Measurement

In the study, absorbed dose to water was computed in a virtual phantom

with approximate full scatter conditions with gamma photon as the radiation

source Monte Carlo Neutral Photon (MCNP) code system was used to simulate

the properties of the system geometry of the phantom following the
International Atomic Energy Agency [IAEA] Technical Report Series 398

protocol The theoretical measurements of the study were limited to the use of
virtual simulation of water phantom for the Cobalt-60 treatment unit.

Monte Carlo Geometry

A gamma source of mean energy 1.25 MeV ('°Co) was used as the
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radiation source in the Monte Carlo simulation. A water (H2O) phantom was

used as the reference medium for measurement of absorbed dose for photon

beams as recommended by the IAEA code of practice (IAEA, 2000). As the

beam incident on the phantom, the absorbed dose varies. This variation is

dependent on the beam energy, depth, field size, and distance from the source

and beam collimation system (Khan, 1994). Thus, the modelling of the dose in

the phantom considered the variations that affect dose distribution.

According to the IAEA TRS398, the absorbed dose to water at the

reference depth Zref in water, for ̂ °Co beam and in the absence of the chamber.

(34)

is given as:

where, M is the dosimeter reading and No,w> calibration factor for the chamber.

The reference point of the chamber is positioned at Zref in accordance with the

reference conditions for the determination of absorbed dose to water in ^®Co

gamma ray beams as shown in Table 10.

T hi 10* Reference Conditions for the Determination of Absorbed Dose to
' Water in ®®Co Gamma Ray Beams

Influence quantity
Reference value

Phantom material

Chamber type

Measurement depth

Reference point of the
chamber

Position of the reference
point of the chamber

SSD or SAD

Field size
AdS^iidtoTTAEA. 2000 and modified

Source:

Water

Cylindrical

5 cm

Cylindrical chambers on the central axis at
the centre of the cavity volume.

Cylindrical chambers at the measurement
depth Zfg^

100 cm

lOcmx 10 cm
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Temperature and pressure, electrometer calibration, and ion recombination

factors were corrected. The procedure adopted by IAEA TRS398 enables the

use of peripheral dose measurement with other detectors in the radiation field.

Figure 35 shows the experimental setup of the irradiation geometry used for the

determination of absorbed dose to water.

Radiation

Source

Fixed source

to surface

distance

(SSD)

nt- -- — Beam

'• Central Axis

Water

phantom

Figure 35: Setup for irradiation geometry for beam calibration.

Source: Fieldwork, 2017

A photon virtual source was used for simulating the arbitrary beam

distribution using Monte Carlo code. A virtual detector of tally F5 was placed

at a considering point inside the virtual phantom to calculate the dose absorbed

using MCNP code. The MCNP code was used because of its ability to simulate

any 3D geometry with precision. The simulated virtual phantom used has the

same absorption and scatter properties as water. The code sectioned or meshed

the 1000 cm^ water phantom into 25,000 smaller volumes for which the dose

for every volume element (i.e. voxel) could be calculated. The meshing of the

phantom was 50x50x10 in x, y and z planes respectively. The results of the dose
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in the z plane were plotted using MATLAB. Figures 36 and 37 shows the 3D

and 2D geometric view of the water phantom and the source respectively.

CyUndrical
cobalt Source

Air gap

Water

Phantom

Figure 36: MCNP 3D geometric view of simulated virtual phantom

Source: Fieldwork, 2017

1

'
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Figure 37- MCNP 2D Geometric View of Simulated Virtual Water Phantom:
(a) 50x10 simulated tissue meshing in x-z plane (b) Cross sectional
view of 50x50 simulated tissue meshing in x-y plane.

Source: Fieldwork, 2017
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In each quadrant the cells in the direction into the plane are numbered,

followed by the cells out of the plane. Each quadrant gives two layers. In the

first quadrant, cells 1-64 are numbered in the direction into the plane, and cells

65-128 are numbered in the direction out of the plane. In the second quadrant,

cells 129-192 are numbered in the direction into the plane and cells 193-256 are

numbered in the direction out of the plane. The same numbering is carried out

for the third and fourth quadrants that result in 257-320; 321-384 and 385-448;

449-512 respectively (Appendix E). The labelling places the first and third

quadrant on the surface close to the photon beam and quadrants two and four

below first and third quadrants respectively.

Cylindrical geometries were employed for modelling of the source

holders, while planer geometries were used for the virtual water phantom. The

gamma source was specified as surface source, collimated beam and mono-

energetic source energies with uniform distribution of radioactivity. The gamma

source was modelled to emit photons perpendicular to the phantom, parallel in

direction of cylinders containing the source in direction of z plane. These

hypothetical source energies were assumed as a disc, with a diameter of 1.5 cm

and parallel to x-y plane. The typical diameter of the cylindrical teletherapy

source is between 1 and 2 cm and the height of the cylinder is about 2.5 cm. The

smaller the source diameter, the smaller is its physical penumbra and the more

expensive is the source. A diameter of 1.5 cm was chosen as a compromise

between the cost and penumbra (Podgorsak, 2005).

The materials constituting the geometric setup were stainless steel, water

and air This is because Co-60 radionuclides are contained inside a cylindrical

tainless steel capsule, sealed for shielding purposes, and a mechanism for
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bringing the source in front of the collimator opening to produce the clinical y-

ray beam. Therefore, the elemental composition of the source holder was

stainless steel 316L. Whilst that of the water in the phantom constituted

hydrogen and oxygen (H2O) and air was used to fill the gaps in the geometry.

Monte Carlo Simulation

In the MCNP input file the F6 tally was used for the absorbed dose

contribution from the photon radiation and F4 tally (electron flux averaged over

a cell) was used for the electron contribution from secondary electron. The F6

tally was the energy deposition card in MeV and it was applicable to photons

and neutron radiation. The Co-60 source strength at the time of the experimental

measurement was used to determine the number of photons emitted by the

source per second. The strength of the source and its associated photons,

together with dose conversion tables in reference according to IAEA TRS398

was used to calculate the dose per each cell.

The decay factor of the source was calculated using the formula:

-0.693 XC

OF = e 5.27 (35)

where t is the time difference in years between the date of commissioning and

the current time of the study, 5.27 in years is the half-life of Co-60.

Statistical Analysis

The experimental analysis involved the use of Microsoft Excel and

Mintab statistical software tool version 17 to calculate and analyze the research

data of the measured parameters. The software tools were used to model the

relationship between the optical densities, calculated from the pixel values

measured with ImageJ, and the dose. This was done for the calibration and

exposure of the EBT3 film dosimeter.
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Regression analysis was used to model the relationships between linear

predictor functions, whose unknown model parameters were estimated from the

data. The relationship between the dose to the film and the response when the

film was exposed was determined as the calibration curve, using regression

analysis. Additionally, invariable regression (only one independent variable)

approach was also used to predict the relationship between the response variable

(relative absorbed dose) and the predicator (layer number) representing the

tissues within the body from the MCNP simulation.

The Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to analyse the differences

among the mean of the various doses and scanner variations and their associated

procedures. The ANOVA, correlation and regression analyses were performed

by comparing the mean and p-values. The confidence level was set at 95% (p =

0 05) to make a decision based on the analysis of the data for the various models.

ImageJ software as described in chapter two was used to read and

analysis all the scanned images of the EBT3 films exposed with doses ranging

from 0-500 cGy. ImageJ was used to split the scan images into the RGB (red

green blue) colours. All the images in the study were read and saved in the TIFF

format The software was used to select the area (region of interest) and pixel

coordinates (width and height). The ImageJ software also calculated the pixel

values and intensity of the selected image. ImageJ software calculates the

standard deviation associated with the average dose reported for each image

scanned Each time, measurements were obtained from a scanned image, the

standard deviation was noted for each image. The standard deviation is

determined as the square root of the variance of each individual observation.

Statistically, various estimated parameters were presented as the average
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or mean values of the various parameters plus the standard deviation, a. The

percentage error (5) was also estimated for the measured dose and the expected

doses of the various parameters used. The percentage error S between the

measured dose Dmeasured and the expected dose Dgxpected was calculated

according to the relation:

1^1 _ Dexpected-Dmeasured ̂  ̂qq
^measured

6 was calculated for each measurement to estimate the difference between the

actually measured, and the calculated dose at the central beam.

Chapter Summary

This chapter provides detailed information on the experimental and

theoretical framework targeted for female breast cancers. It described the

dosimetry equipment and methods used to measure, analyse and model the dose

distribution for verification of breast cancer treatment using the linear

accelerator and Cobalt-60. The chapter also gave description of the calibration

procedures of the EBT3 films dosimeters. In addition, it included the method

for the construction of the Adelaide phantoms with local materi als.

Furthermore, MCNP geometry simulation of the Cobalt-60 machine was also

described The chapter concluded with the statistical analysis of the research

data.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

In this chapter, the results are presented in four groups. Firstly, the

dosimetry parameters, which include the correction factors, beam output factor

used in the study, are presented in tables and discussed. The quality control on

the equipment and the radiation safety survey are also discussed. Secondly,

results from the EBT3 dosimetry specifically of the calibration curves, optical

densities, area, scanner orientation and energy dependence on dose are

discussed, with tables and graphical representation. Thirdly, the results of the

geometrical simulation of the Cobalt-60 and experimental results using MCNP,

and its significance on dose and depth are presented and discussed. Finally,

experimental measured results of absorbed dose using the standard

anthropomorphic and the Adelaide phantoms are presented and discussed as

well as the tissue substitute components. Regression analysis used to determine

the relationship between planned and delivered doses to breast therapy is also

discussed.

Results of Dosimetric Checks

Quality Control measurements on the treatment unit systems were

evaluated at the facilities of the study to check the reliability of the operational

t  hniques used This is because radiotherapy involves delivering large amounts
f  diation to specific targets within the human body and therefore a high

of accuracy, reliability and reproducibility is necessary for safe anddegree

ff tive radiation treatment of cancer patients. This also ensures confidence in

b th the dose delivered to the tumour, as well as to the nearb y healthy organs
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and tissues, thereby maximizing tumour control and minimizing adverse

radiation effects.

Also the dosimetry results conducted on the beam output for the treatments unit

are presented in this section.

lonization Chamber Correctioii Factors

The charged particles measured from the calibrated ionization chamber

depended on the type of gas and on the mass in the chamber. The polarity effect

Kpoi was corrected during the output beam measurement to be 1.000 with the

chamber voltage of +400 V. The polarity effect is necessary in dosimetry

because it varies with the beam quality and the cable position (Dyk &

MacDonald, 1972; Aget & Rosenwald, 1991; Klevenhagen, 1993). The values

were deduced with equation (27) to correct for the ion chamber readings.

The electrometer correction factor Keie was 1.000 because the

electrometer and the ion chamber were calibrated as a unit. The electrometer

calibration factor corrected the electrometer readings. The ion recombination
K' i«5 a function of the dose per pulse in accelerator beams,correction laciui •*

which changes with a dose rate was also corrected. The correction factor has

alue of 1 001 The ion collection efficiency was corrected to 100% at the time

of the chamber calibration, and this was done at the calibration laboratory. The
uncertainty of the ion chamber used in the study was 1.1%.

Temperature-Pressure Correction Factors

In radiotherapy, the temperature and pressure in the room housing the
. j „onH on the environmental conditions during irradiation. Theseequipment depeno on

measured and used to estimate the effect of pressure and temperature on
surement of beam output. From equation (29), the ambient pressure and
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the ion chamber volume temperature were calculated. Table 11 shows the

measured temperature and pressure, as well as, the calculated values for the

correction factors (/^r,p) for LINAC and Cobalt machines.

Table 11: Temperature and Pressure Correction Factors for LINAC and
60Co Machines

Machine(s)
Linear Accelerator

(Measured)

Cobalt-60

(Measured)
Acceptable
Range

Temperature (°C) 24.60 22.80 21±3

Pressure (kPa) 100.27 101.15 100.0±5

Kt,p 1.0194 1.0044

The correction factor for temperature and pressure used in this study

were 1.0194 for LINAC and 1.0044 for Cobalt-60 machines, based on the

recorded temperature and pressure from Table 11. The standard reference

conditions in current use adopted from AAPM TG51 protocol, (Almond et al.,

1999) for temperature, To and pressure, Pq are 22 X and 101.325 kPa

respectively. The measured temperature and pressure should be within ±3°C

and +5 kPa respectively, to allow enough time for temperature equilibrium with

its surroundings to be reached after the chamber is placed in position. Tailor et

al (1998) stated that the temperature is assumed to have reached equilibrium

after 5 to 10 minutes inside the ion chamber. The temperature and pressure

measured were within acceptable range of 21 ±3 °C and 1000±50 hPa

respectively from the ionization chamber calibration certificate (PTW-

Freiburg).

Humidity Factor

The relative humidity should be in the range of 20% to 80% according
pM tg 51 protocol. According to Roger and Ross (1988), the error

to
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introduced by relative humidity, in ignoring variations, is in the range of

±0.15%. Therefore, the humidity of air was not used in the study because it

might cause condensation inside the ion chamber volume affecting the response

for the nylon wall chamber (Mijnheer, 1985).

Radiation Beam Output Factor

The radiation beam output was calculated for the linear accelerator and

the Cobalt-60 unit from equation (26). The beam output factors increase with

the field size and also the collimator opening. The beam output calculated for

the linear accelerator was 126.30 cGy for 100 MU treatment time. The beam

output calculated for the Cobalt-60 units was 130.56 cGy for 60 seconds

treatment time. Table 12 shows the mean weekly measurements of the beam

output with its percentage deviation.

Table 12: Beam Output Results from Dosimetric Data

j^achine Beam output (Gy) Frequency Tolerance (%)

LINAC 1.263±0.007 weekly ±3

Co-60 1.306±0.013 weekly ±2
Source: Field Data, 2017

For Cobalt-60 machine, the source was moved into position to start

the treatment and returned to its safe position at the end of the treatment.

Therefore, the shutter correction time was 1.0 second with a net time greater

than the set time used to deliver accurately the prescribed dose during the

output calibration. This is a result of switching the beam ON and OFF. The
calibration factor Nd.w for the LINAC and Cobalt-60 was 5.408 x 10' Gy/C

because the same ion chamber was used for the dosimetry measurements. The

machine characteristics did not deviate significantly from their baseline values

f +2V and +3% acquired at the time of acceptance and commissioning of the
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Cobalt-60 and LINAC systems respectively.

The outcome of radiation treatment could be said to be directly related

to the precision in the delivered dose and is dependent on the accuracy of the

beam data used.

Output with Gantry Angle

A field size of 10 x 10 cm^ and SSD of 100 cm at gantry angles of 0°,

90° 180° and 270° for an integrated treatment time of 100 MU and 60 seconds

in air measurement with build-up cap for LINAC and Cobalt machines

respectively are presented. All error calculations were normalized to

measurement at gantry angle of 0°. Table 13 shows the beam output readings

with the gantry angles used in the therapy measurements. Table 14 shows the

linearity output check on the treatment units.

Table 13: Results of Output Constancy with Gantry Angle
Treatment Unit

LINAC Cobalt

Gantry angle Beam output Deviation Beam output Deviation
Q
0

90

180

270

Source: Field Data, 2017

From Table 14, it was realized that the beam output consistency with

t y angle and linearity measured for both treatment units were consistent and

was within the toierance of +3%.

fnC) (nC) (nC) (nC)
15.46 0.00 23.01 0.00

15.51 0.05 23.01 0.00

15.52 0.06 23.16 0.15

15.48 0.02 23.17 0.16
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Table 14: Results of the Output Linearity Test

Linear Accelerator

TT(MU) Charges (nC) Q/t (nC/MU)

50 MU 7.288 0.1457

100 MU 14.58 0.1458

200 MU 29.15 0.1457

Cobalt-60

TT (min) Charges (nC) Q/t (nC/min)

0.3 5.95 19.83

0.6 11.70 19.50

0.9 17.46 19.40

1.2 23.22 19.35

1.5 28.92 19.28

Source: Field Data, 2017

Results of Mechanical Checks

The mechanical checks were conducted as part of the quality control

requirements. Table 15 shows the quality control measured for the mechanical

checks for the Cobalt machine. The largest deviation in the collimator and

gantry angles was 0.5°, which was lower than the 1° tolerance level
recommended The couch movements' deviations along the longitudinal, lateral

and vertical axes was 0.1 cm which is less than 0.2 cm tolerance level. The laser

alignment was verified within 0.2 cm tolerance. For the field sizes of 20 x 20

and 30 x 30 cm^ the deviations were found to be 20.1 x 20.2 cm^ and 30.2

X 30 2 cm^ respectively. All laser beams were correctly indicated in the

ntre the smallest sphere through which the axes of the radiation beam pass

in all condition. The approximate laser beam position was checked by the
echanical method to be congruent. Table 16 shows the quality control

measured for the mechanical checks for LINAC.
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Table 15: Results from Mechanical Data for Cobalt-60 Machine

Test Set Measured Deviation Tolerance

SSD Indicators (cm) 100 100 0.0

115 115 0.0 0.2

90 89.9 0.1

Collimator Rotation (°) 0 0.5 0.5

1
90 90.5 0.5

Gantry Rotation (°) 0 0 0.0

90 90.1 0.1

1
180 180 0.0

270 270.1 0.1

Table Rotation (°) 0 359.5 0.5

0.5
90° 91° 0.1

Table Movement

Longitudinal (cm) 10 10 0.0

Lateral (cm) 10 10 0.0 0.2

Vertical (cm) 5 4.9 0.1

Collimator Isocenter 0° Within 0.2 Passed

(cm)

o
o

Within 0.2 Passed 0.2

270° Within 0.2 Passed

Table Isocenter 0° Within 0.2 Passed

90° Within 0.2 Passed 0.2

270° -
-

Laser Alignn^^f^l-

Isocenter (cm)
Within 0.2 Passed 0.2

Congruent (cm) Within 0.2 Passed

Field Size (cm^)
10x10 10.0x10,0 Passed

Passed20x20 20.1x20.2

0.2
20x10 20.1x10.0 Passed

20x30 30.2x30.2 Passed

Source: Field Data, 2017
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Table 16: Results from Mechanical Data for Linear Accelerator Machine

Test Comment Frequency Tolerance

Optical SSD
Indicators

Passed

(0.1 cm deviation)
Monthly 0.2 cm

Collimator Rotation Passed Monthly 0.5°

Gantry Rotation Passed Monthly 0.5°

Table Rotation Passed (90°= 91°, but
within the tolerance)

Monthly 1°

Treatment Table
Movement Scales

Passed (table lateral)
Passed (0.1 cm
deviation for
longitudinal and vertical
readout)

Monthly 0.2 cm

From Table 16, the largest deviation in the SSD indicator was 0.1 cm

which was lower than the 0.2 cm tolerance level. The couch movements-

deviations along the longitudinal, and vertical axes was 0.1 cm which is less

than 0 2 cm tolerance level recommended. The table rotation had a deviation of

0 r at the 90° position. The mechanical parameters were checked to guarantee

an accurate irradiation treatment and also give an impression of long
changes due to wear of mechanical points.

term

Radiation Safety Suiwey

Radiation surveys were conducted around the premises of the treatment

unit for safety of the patient and staff. Tables 17 and 18 show the result of the
safety and survey of radiation at the study facilities.

ui o 17 and 18 it was observed that the safety of the patient and
From Tables i / '

. A The mechanical, geometrical, safety and radiation beamstaff was protected, me

h cks carried out were within the stated tolerance levels specified for
A uo these results agree with Brahme et al., (1988), that if

testing procedures. Also,
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Table 16: Results from Mechanical Data for Linear Accelerator Machine

Test Comment Frequency Tolerance

Optical SSD
Indicators

Passed

(0.1 cm deviation)

Collimator Rotation Passed

Gantry Rotation

Table Rotation

Treatment Table
Movement Scales

Passed

Passed (90°= 91°, but
within the tolerance)

Passed (table lateral)
Passed (0.1 cm
deviation for

longitudinal and vertical
readout)

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

Monthly

0.2 cm

0.5°

0.5°

1°

Monthly 0.2 cm

Source: Field Data, 2017

From Table 16, the largest deviation in the SSD indicator was 0.1 cm

which was lower than the 0.2 cm tolerance level. The couch movements'

deviations along the longitudinal, and vertical axes was 0.1 cm which is less

than 0 2 cm tolerance level recommended. The table rotation had a deviation of

0 1° at the 90° position. The mechanical parameters were checked to guarantee

an accurate irradiation treatment and also give an impression of long term

changes due to wear of mechanical points.

Radiation Safety Survey

Radiation surveys were conducted around the premises of the treatment

unit for safety of the patient and staff. Tables 17 and 18 show the result of the

safety and survey of radiation at the study facilities.
From Tables 17 and 18, it was observed that the safety of the patient and

staff was protected. The mechanical, geometrical, safety and radiation beam

output checks carried out were within the stated tolerance levels specified for

t  ting procedures. Also, these results agree with Brahme et al., (1988), that if
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a parameter is in the range below the tolerance level, then the equipment is

suitable for high quality radiation therapy,

Table 17: Results of Radiation Safety Checks

Test Tolerance
LINAC

Remarks

Co-60

Remarks

Room Entrance Interlocks Functional Passed Passed

Audio Visual Monitor Functional Passed Passed

Beam ON Indicators Functional Passed Passed

Table Locking Brakes Functional Passed Passed

Backup Dose Monitor Check Functional Passed Not Applicable

Emergency Off Switches Functional Passed Passed

Source: Field Data, 2017

Table 18: Radiation Survey for Treatment Room

Readings
Expected
Dose (Gy)

Measured

Dose (Gy)
Deviation

(Gy)

1 0.90 0.89 0.01

2 0.81 0.81 0.00

3 0.89 0.88 0.01

Reception to treatment 0.13 fxSvfh

Console 0.04 fiSvfh

In summary, the dosimetry parameter checks were all within the

appropriate limits set for each machine's performance and testing procedures.

Therefore, the facilities could be said to be working self consistently.

Evaluation of GafChromic EBT3 Film Dosimetry

The scanned images of the GafChromic film were imported into the image

processing software, ImageJ. These colour images, which were saved in tagged

age file format (TIFF) in RGB mode, represent three images of the same size
rresponding to each colour channel. This section presents the calibration and

sensitivity results of the EBT3 films, energy response of the film, results of the
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area selected, film orientation, uniformity and the response of the EBT3 film

with different scanners.

Film Calibration and Sensitivity

A film characteristic curve (sensitometric curve) described in chapter

two, was determined to establish the relationship between the applied exposure

and the resulting film density. This was established for each film before using

it for the dosimetry work. The corresponding optical densities for each colour

channel were calculated from the pixel readings using ImageJ, and employing

equation (33) as described in chapter three. The sensitometric curves data were

fitted with a third order polynomial. According to Marroquin et al. (2016), the

response curves of the EBT3 film do not accurately define the dynamic ranges

for each colour channel, therefore, the response sensitivity of the film defined

as the slope of the response curve was analysed for each dose value. Figures 38,

39 and 40, show the dose response characteristics curves for the three (RGB)

colour channels as a function of the delivered dose which were used to define

the dose regions of maximum sensitivity for a particular colour channel.

o 0.25

Green

•Blueo 0.15

200 300 . 400 500 600
Dose (cGy)

Fi ure 38' Characteristic curve of EBT3 Film for 1.25 MeV beam energy from
cobalt machine.
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Figure 39: Characteristic curve of EBT3 Film for 6 MV beam energy of linear
accelerator.
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Figure 40: Characteristic Curve of EBT3 Film for 15 MV beam energy of linear
accelerator.

The relationship between the dose and optical density in Figures 38 - 40,

showed a non-linear curve and that each curve of the response curves was

different in colour, with each signal comprising of dose-dependent and dose-

independent portion. It was observed from Figures 38 - 40, that the

sensitometric curves for the beam energies of 1.25 MeV, 6 MV and 15 MV of

the EBT3 radiochromic film scanned in the red and green channels are above

the response curve of the films scanned in the blue channel. These results are

consistent with those obtained for the EBT radiochromic film experiment by

Devic et al. (2009).
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The sensitometric curves for the red channel showed a higher sensitivity

and a more rapid saturation than the blue and green channels. The response

behaviour of the EBT3 film to radiation could be attributed to the absorption

spectrum of the active layer, which exhibits maximum absorption at

approximately 635 nm, that is the red spectrum of visible light. Additionally,

the green visible spectrum falls within a lower absorption peak centred at

approximately 583 nm. Also, the response of the EBT3 film in the blue channel

was below the response of the red and green channels. This was because the

absorption peaks found in the blue part of the visible spectrum are very small

(Devic et al., 2007; Devic et al., 2010; Marroquin et al., 2016). Therefore, X-

ray radiation produces a change in its visible light absorption spectrum and

optical properties, making the films suitable for dosimetric applications.

It should be noted that the response curves depend on the dosimetry

system which includes the type of radiochromic film, a flatbed scanner, and a

dosimetry protocol. Additionally, the sensitivity depends on the colour channel

with which the films are scanned. Consequently, the red channel pixel values

obtained from the calibration curves were used for further image analysis,

because it showed a higher sensitivity and response.

Optical Density and Dose

Figure 41, shows the correlation graph for dose and optical density for

the three energy beams used in the study. The 4"^ order polynomial was used to
interpolate the dose for each piece of the film. These curves represent the film

o n.nrtinn of the dose delivered to the film. Table 19 also, showsresponse as a luncuuu «

the regression analysis of the plots. The graphs in Figure 41 agrees with the
graphs of film response curves by Pal et al. 2007 in Figure 10 (Chapter Two).
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^, p..i!.tionship between optical density and dose from different energyFigure 41: R»y,.25 MeV. (b) 6 MV, (c) 15 MV.
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Table 19: Summary of the Polynomial Regression Analysis for the RGB
Channels

1.25 MeV

Characteristic Red Green Blue

Coefficient of Determinant, R^ 99.8% 99.8% 97.5%

Standard Error, a 0.0057 0.0052 0.0071

p-value 1.0164E-04 1.7215E-06 3.4500E-05

6MV

Coefficient of Determinant, R^ 99.6% 99.8% 99.1%

Standard Error, a 0.0096 0.0056 0.0051

p-value 1.0975E-05 1.5489E-08 1.3900E-07

15 MV

Coefficient of Determinant, K" 99.8% 99.9% 98.4%

Standard Error, a 0.0069 0.0039 0.0061

p-value 1.4173E-04 1.1212E-06 2.0496E-05

Source: Field Data, 2018

These values shown in Table 19 indicate that, the regression curve fits

the data perfectly. The indicates variation of the RGB channels, and the

higher R^ values describes that the data fits model. The estimated standard

deviation, of the error in the precidition was almost zero for all the channels.

Additionally, the probability of obtaining the actual calculated value denoted as

the p-value was zero, which is in the cut off value of 0.05. The estimated

regression of the relationship between the response variable (dose) and the

predicator(OD) were given as:

For L25MeV

D = 127229;c^ - 51326^3 + 8585.9;r2 + 142.98:1: - 0.5286 (37)

For 6 MV

D = - 32980%^ + 8518.4;:^ + 65.397;: + 2.8946 (38)
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For 15 MV

D = 103240^'^ - 37335x^ + 5583.7x2 + 339,86^: - 0.0754 (39)

where D is the absorbed dose and x is the measured optical density. Equation

(37), (38) and (39) were used to calculate the absorbed doses delivered to the

phantoms from the measured optical densities of the film.

In summary, the optical densities increase with increasing dose of the

irradiated films. Therefore, the number of photons reaching the film determines

how dense the film becomes and is a function of the intensity of the radiation

and the length of time that the film is exposed to the radiation.

Energy and Film Response

The variation in the film response due to different dose values was

studied with the three photon energies of 1.25 MeV, 6 MV and 15 MV. A graph

of correlation was plotted for the beam energies with their respective red

channels. Figure 42 shows the energy dependence on the EBT3 film.

OCo-60

(*:6MV

015 MV

2 0-15

o 01

200 300 400 500 600

Dose (cGy)

Figure 42: Energy dependence of EBT3 fdm.
The coefficient of determination (R^ value for 1.25 MeV, 6 MV and 15

r,oT« n 9962 and 0.9984 respectively. The EBT3 film showed the
MV were 0.vv/»,

■  .^cnnnse to the photon energies used. According to Reinhardt
same dosimetnc response
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(2012), EBT3 films have no dependence on the radiation type for photon except

for protons in the proximity of the Bragg peak. Based on the graph it is

confirmed that EBT3 film has low energy dependence as specified by the

manufacturer. Additionally, Figure 42 showed a small energy dependence over

a range of the beam energies used as described by Butson et al, 2006; Chiu-

Tsao et al., 2005; Lindsay et al., 2010; Arjomandy et al., 2010b; Kirby et al.,

2010. The optical densities of the different beam energies in relation to the doses

exposed to the EBT3 films are shown in Appendix F. Also, in Figure 43, it was

observed that the optical densities increased with increasing doses.
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Figure 43■ Relationship between dose, optical density and energy: (a) MeV; (b)
" MV.

The highest optical density was achieved (Figure 43) when the EBT3
A hiuher dose of 500 cGy for the various beam energies

film was exposed ai a 5
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used. According to Borca et al., (2013), optical density of EBT3 films changes

stability rapidly of two hours waiting time, and the dose response should be

within 1.5% uniformity (Reinhardt et al., 2012). Again, Brown et al., (2012), in

their investigation in the dose response curves of radiochromic films of EBT,

EBT2 and EBT3 stated that EBT3 showed a weak energy dependence over an

energy range of 25 keV-4 MV.

In summary, the EBT3 film showed almost the same dosimetric

response to the photon energies used in this study. The energy beams used for

this study are independent on the radiochromic film as shown in Figure 44.

600
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^ 400
>  o o Co-60

9

g 300 ^ o 6 MV

200

0) o

l5 -.nn olSMV

100

<9
0 <»

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
Dose (cGy)

Figure 44: Relationship between energy and dose.

In addition, it was observed from Figure 44 that, the doses for the various

energies were almost the same for dose values up to 200 cGy, until there were

slight differences as the doses increased. However, the energies were dependent

on the doses delivered.

Dose and Film Area

The optical density and the selected area of the EBT3 film were

assessed These were done to measure the scanning region of the EBT3 film.
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The mean pixel value in the central area of 10 x 30 mm^ 20 x 40 mm^ 30 x 50

mm^, 40 X 60 mm^ and 50 x 70 mm^ regions were measured. Table 20 shows

the relationship between the dose and the area of each of five irradiated regions.

Table 20; Relationship between Dose and Area of the Different Film Sizes

Calculated Dose (cGy) for Area (mm^)
ivieasurcu i-fusc )

10x30 20x40 30 x 50 40 x 60 50x70

0 0 0 0 0 0

20 23.5422 21.3652 20.1264 19.9750 17.2018

40 39.9473 39.3407 39.3655 38.1183 37.2729

80 79.6650 80.4149 80.2144 77.5904 74.6033

140 152.8622 156.0895 154.7339 154.8076 108.9704

160 152.3647 157.5844 159.7078 157.4514 155.8887

320 303.1923 329.2890 333.8496 331.2030 294.8027

400 370.8863 375.2948 371.7493 371.7213 313.4481

500 504.6336 499.1611 509.1430 486.6558 488.9696

From Table 20, the area of 40 x 60 mm^ of the film was selected from

the five measurements regions. This was because the area selected was within

the exposed region, and large enough to give a good statistical representation.

Penumbra effects were also avoided near the edges of the irradiated squares

(Matney et al., 2010) based on the area selection. The percentage error S, was

calculated for the area selected for the measurements. Table 21 shows the

percentage error of40 x 60 mm^ region of interest.

The error 5 between the measured dose ̂ rneasured ̂ ^nd the expected dose

n  . was calculated using equation (36) from Chapter Three. 5 was^expected ^

calculated for each measurement to estimate the difference between the actually

measured, and the calculated dose at the central beam. The highest and lowest

dose discrepancy calculated was 0. 13% and 4.94% respectively.mean
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which were within the tolerance of ±5%.

Table 21: Error of Measured and Calculated Doses for ROl

Expected Dose (cGy) Measured Dose (cGy) % Error (|(5|)

0 0.0000 0.0000

20 19.9750 0. 1252

40 38.1183 4.9363

80 77.5904 3.1055

140 154.8076 3.3200

160 247.4514 1.6187

320 331.2030 3.3825

400 371.7213 4.7885

500 486.6558 2.7420

Source: Field Data, 2018

GafChromic EBT3 Film Orientation

The optical properties due to scanning orientation of GafChromic EBT3

film, was assessed. This was done to test for variations in measured relative

optical density, due to the films orientation relative to the scanner direction.

Therefore, the effect of the film orientation on the scanner output for a given

dose of eight dose levels were estimated in this study. The film pieces scanned

in landscape and portrait orientations were extracted from an area of 40 mm x

60 mm ROI at the centre of each image. Figure 45 shows a plot of the scanning

values for each orientation.

The effect of the film orientation was expressed as a percentage

difference from portrait and landscape orientation given as:

n/ .iff ̂  (44)%diff--;^

h e and p are the optical densities of the EBT3 film responses at eachwhere p

d  region in landscape and portrait orientation respectively. Table 22 shows

the percentage difference of the film orientations.
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Figure 45: Scanning orientation of EBT3 Films.
Table 22: Percentage Difference of Film Response between Landscape and

Portrait Orientations

Calculated Dose (cGy)
Measured Dose

(cGv)
Landscape Portrait

% Difference of
Film Orientation

20 21.0964 14.2261 0.4829

40 40.7122 35.1003 0.1599

80 78.3936 70.0283 0.1195

160 156.8162 143.6018 0.0920

240 247.5115 227.5382 0.0878

320 336.4911 278.5127 0.2082

400
390.6080 373.3774 0.0461

500 506.1412 496.3996 0.0196

The measured largest difference with the Epson Stylus scanner was

0 4829, while the smallest percentage difference observed was 0.0461. From
Table 22 it was realized that the scan response of the EBT3 fi lms was sensitive

film on the scanner. The EBT3 fi lm showed a differentto the orientation ot tne nini
nortrait and landscape orientation. The landscape dosesresponse between p

to the measured doses, compared to the portraitcalculated were ciosei
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orientation. This behaviour results from the anisotropic scattering of the photons

emitted by the scanner when passing through the polymer network, and the

polarization of the transmit light by the needle-like shape particles of film active

component. The landscape orientation, preferentially recommended by the

manufacturer was used throughout the study. This was done by aligning the film

parallel to the direction in which the film was coated.

It was observed that EBT3 film showed a difference of 0.48 % between

portrait and landscape orientation. The study results also showed a lower

dependence to those published for EBT2 by Andres et al. (2010) of range

approximately 7%-9%, which is greater than that of what Desroches et al.

(2010) published to be approximately 2%. The differences in film face-up and

face-down scan orientation were negligible in the study because of the

symmetric structure of the EBT3 film.

In summary, the EBT3 film could be scanned with either side facing the

light source. In the measurement and analysis of calibration of EBT3 films, one
choice of orientation should be used for the dose assessment.

Scanners of GafChromic EBT3 Films

The study quantified the performance and evaluated a flatbed scanner,

E  n Stylus CX5900 used for scanning the radiochromic EBT3 film dosimetry
.u . used commercial scanners (Scanner A and Scanner B).

and two other wioeiy uac

scanner was based on constancy and uniformity. The
The performance or ea

ere tested using films irradiated with doses ranging from 0 - 500 cGy.

j  ftware was used for analysing the scanners. Figure 46 shows a graph
plots ofthe three scanners used in the study.
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Figure 46: Different types of scanners and dose.
It was observed from Figure 46 that, the Epson Stylus CX5900 used for

the study showed the greatest response, while Scanner B showed a relatively

lower response. Currently, the suggested film scanner of EBT3 by

manufacturers is a flatbed RGB scanner, because of its ability to produce data

response in three colour channels. Furthermore, studies conducted by Paelinck

at al (2007) and Wilcox & Daskalov (2007) has also been suggested by the
manufacturer of radiochromic film that a high quality flatbed document scanner

!,» c.mprior to the traditional scanners. Although the RGB scannermight even ne supeiiui

mmended for scanning, the dose range by the Epson Stylus used was
1  T>nu cranner Table 23 shows a comparison of the scanners used

similar to the ROE scannc .

in the study.

tvas used for the image analysis, because of its inherentEpson scanner wac

■  laritv to that of the RGB scanner its better. Table 23 was
features and its similarity to

,  ̂ nerformed by Farah et al. (2014) They performed ancompared with studies f-
u .u Varian TrueBeam 1.6 accelerator using flatbed EPSONexperiment with tne vd
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10000 XL and HP Scanjet 4850 in reflection mode to compare the EBT3 flim

responses of doses up to 500 cGy for both photons and electrons (Farah et al.,

2014). They concluded that, the reflective scanning method could be used on

EBT3 as an economic alternative. In addition, the behavior for doses ranging

from 0 to 40 Gy corroborated the results reported by Borca et al. (2013) for

EBT3 film.

Table 23: EBT3 Film Scanning Parameters
Scanners Epson Stylus

Scanner

this study)

24 bit ColourImage Type

Resolution

Colour Corrections None

Photo

Reflective

Professional

Auto Exposure
Type
Document Type

S

Scanner A Flatbed RGB

Scanner

(Recommended'

48bit colour 48 bit colour

600x600dpi 75 dpi

Colour None

Photo —

No Transparency
Transparency

Professional Professional

can Mode

Source: Field Data, 2017
orrrtr was estimated for the measured dose and the

The percentage error koj w

expected doses for Epson Stylus CX5900 Scanner. Table 24 shows the results
. J o for reoeated (three times) scanning using the same film

of the measured doses tor rep

for the measurement.

The results of the consistency for the Epson Stylus CX5900 scanner,
rd deviation expressed as a percentage of the different measured

doses The average dose discrepancy calculated

itandard deviation (o) of 0.92. The percentage error

n 1 ■>(>/. and 3 32%. The standard deviation ranged fromcalculated wasbetween0.13/.a . ^ ,
0 02 to 3 40. This value might be as a result of lack of un.form.ty m the scan

shows a s

fi lm responses of mean

was 0.65% and its s
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area, the scanner stability, and the response of the film on orientation

dependence (Devic et al., 2009; Bouchard et al., 2009; Renade et al., 2008;

Martisikova et al., 2008; Paelinck et al., 2007). The average percentage error

for the study measurement was within 1% uniformity as reported by Borca et

al. (2013).

Table 24: Epson Scanner Response to Poses
Expected Dose

CcGv)

Measured Dose
rcGv)

% Error

(161)

Standard

deviation (a)

0
0 0 0

20
19.9750 0. 1252 0.0177

40
39.1183 2.2538 0.6234

80
77.5904 3.1055 1.7038

140
144.8076 3.3200 3.3995

160
157.4514 1.6187 1.8021

320
321.2030 0.3745 0.8506

400
395.7213 1.0812 3.0255

500
496.6558 0.6733 2.3647

fhA Fnson Stylus scanner used for the study was
In summary, the Jipson

.  cDT-; films The scanner used proved to be reliable and
appropriate in scanning

Therefore the type of scanners to be used in readingaccurate for film dosimetry.

important because different scanners used might not be

CRT5 films and might introduce errors in the measurements ofsensitive to the EB . ^ .
oi^niild be warmed-up in order for it to reach an

low doses. The scanner shou
„H Avoid scanner fluctuations (Xu, 2009). Th is could beinvariable temperature a

,hP scanner and performing several blank scans.attained by turning on the scann

Scanner Uniformity j . .
®  on the Epson flatbed scanner used m scanningA uniformity test was CO
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the EBT3 films. The films used were scanned at fifteen different positions on

the scanner. It was measured by evaluating the horizontal and vertical positions

through the central axis of an unexposed EBT3 film. Table 25 shows the film

variation in the different positions on the scanner. Where the mean is the average

pixel values generated by the Image! software for each film scanned, the

integrated density (IntDen) is the product of area and mean gray value, and raw

integrated density (RawIntDen) is the sum of the values of the pixels in the

image or selection. IntDen and RawIntDen values are the same for un-calibrated

image.

T hie 25- The Mean Pixel Values and Standard Deviations of the EBT3
' film at Different Positions on the Scanner of Area 2400 mm^

Position Mean Standard
Deviation

Integrated
Density

Raw Integrated
Density

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

89.675

86.230

85.693

86.161

88.840

85.504

88.118

89.095

87.119

87.508

90.096

85.974

87.547

85.841

86.056

0.807

1.156

1.142

1.099

1.029

0.698

0.836

0.824

0.816

1.194

1.004

1.304

1.039

1.112

0.934

215221

206952

205663

206786

213217

205209

211483

213827

209086

210020

216231

206338

210113

206019

215221

206952

205663

206786

213217

205209

211483

213827

209086

210020

216231

206338

210113

206019

sSSSSTFiiidDiSTIms

The different scanning positions had different optical densities as shown
25 Position 11 measured the highest mean pixel value of 90.10, with

r 1 no while position 6 measured the lowest mean pixel
standard deviation of 1.00.
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value of 85.50 of 0.70 standard deviation. The average pixel values and standard

deviations of the fifteen scanner position measured -were 87.30 and 0.99

respectively. The measurement of the mean pixel values obtained in Table 25,

shows a non-uniformity across tlie film scanner. This confirms the film non-

uniformity as per the manufacturers specifications. Figure 47 shows a plot of

the optical densities of each of the fifteen positions.

0.016

0.014 9

0.012 ,

•K 0.01
§  # #
5 0.008 • «
ffl • •
.a • ^
•K 0.006 . ® •a

o

0.004

0.002

0

• • •

5  10 15 20

Position on Scanner

Figure 47: Scatter plot of optical density and scanner position of the EBT3
films.

The optical densities values ranged from 0.0012 to 0.0137 with standard

deviation of 0.004. From Figure 47, it was observed that position 11 had the

highest optical density, while position 9 had the lowest. Position 9, 10 and 13

were below 0.002. Most of the optical densities were within 0.004 and 0.010.

Only two films had their optical density greater than 0.010. The Epson Stylus

CX5900 scanner showed a non-uniformity.

In summary, it is recommended that the EBT3 films are positioned in

the centre of the scanner in the direction perpendicular to the scan direction to

minimize effect of lateral response artefact.
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Results of Virtual Simulation

The results of the Cobalt-60 geometry simulation described in chapter

three is presented in this section. The energy distribution within the virtual

phantom is presented. Figure 48 - 50 show the results of the spatial distribution

per photon in the z plane using MATLAB which was sectioned into ten layers

representing the different distances from the surface with each layer having

25,000 voxels (tissues).
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From the results it was observed that the first layer in the MCNP

corresponded to the energy deposited per photon in the tenth meshed layers

using MATLAB. The highest peaks in each of the layers show where the

maximum dose was absorbed and achieved. The model computed the dose in

each voxel in each layer by transporting several millions of particles based upon

probability theoiy^ of interaction with the virtual phantom mimicking the patient.

This is because radiotherapy involves finding the precise location of a tumour

and optimizing the intensity of the radiation and the orientations of the beams

shaped to match the plan delineation of the tumour.

Based on the results from the simulation, a non-linear response equation

was generated of which it was used to deduce the radiation dose. Figure 51

shows a correlation graph which indicates the non-linear relationship between

the response variable (relative absorbed dose) and the predicator (layer number)

representing the different distance from the surface within the virtual phantom.

0.13 — Re^'esson
95°oCI

0,12 ---

<o ^ 0.0008870

S  R-sq sg-s-c

T3
0}

S 0.10
0

-O

< 0.09

01
>

R-Sq{acj) 99.8'^,

2 0.08
a>
a;

0.07

0.06

0
2  4 6 8 10

Meshed Layers (Depth) (cm)

Figure 51: Relative absorbed dose in each meshed layer,

I Figure 51 th® gives information on the goodness of the model.
nf determination (R^) value of 99.8% indicates that the

The coetticiem
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regression line fits the data with the significance value (p < 0.050) less than

indicating strong evidence of the model as shown in Table 26.

Table 26: ANOVA for the MCNP Model

Degree of
fi-eedom

(DF)

Sum of

Squares
(SS)

Mean

Square F
(MS)

p-value

Regression 2 0.0030695 0.0015348 1950.61 3.928E-09

Residual 7 0.0000055 0.0000008

Total 9 0.0030750

Source: Field Data, 2018

Table 26 was used to partition the variation in the observed values. The

significant p-value of 0.000 indicates that, there exists significant relationship

between meshed layer (distance) and relative absorbed dose. Again, the graph

shows the estimated regression model of the relationship between the relative

absorbed dose in each layer v^thin the virtual phantom using Co-60 teletherapy

machine. Equation (40) shows the estimated regression model of the

relationship between the relative absorbed dose and the meshed layers. The

equation is given as.

Relative Absorbed Dose = -0.0023^^ - 0.0035a: + 0.1283 (40)

where x is the distance from the source to the phantom for the irradiation for

therapy The layers represent the summation of all the different points located

in the different direction within a particular section of the phantom.

The standard deviation, a, was 0.0009, which is considered reliable for

dose calculation because it is below 5%. For this study the transport of 10^
«/«!«: simulated in order to get a reliable estimation of thephotons sources was bmx

absorbed dose.

51 the first layer received the highest/maximum absorbedFrom Figure-XI,

d  e while the tenth layer received the lowest dose signifying that, as the photon
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energy with shorter wavelength passes through the material, the doses at

different distances from the surface also change. The different layers did not

absorb the same dose. The non-uniformity of radiation distribution within the

virtual phantom might have resulted in the size, location, and composition

variations. The absorbed dose was greater at the entrance surface than those

deeper within the phantom. Therefore, it could be stated that for a given photon,

it absorption is dependent on the penetration ability, on the density of material

to be used and the size of the exposed area.

Additionally, the simulation model was able to calculate the set of

radiation intensities that pass through the phantom for a desired dose

distribution mimicking exactly what happens to patient during treatment. This

was verified through experimental measurements. The experimental results
obtained with the same setup (as shown in Figure 35), showed a non-uniformity

of the doses at different depth, as the depth increase the dose recorded was lower

with standard deviation of 0.0075. Figure 52 shows the correlation graph of the
absorbed dose with depth.

130

^ 1.25

O

at
i/i

Q 120
■o
<u

O

£ 115

' Regression
95% Cl

95% PI

S  0.0074644
R-Sq 98.4%
R-Sq(adj) 979%

1.10

4  6

Depth (cm)

figure 52: A graph
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In summary, the dose distribution estimated to the various layers within

the phantom (virtual) is useful for predicting the therapeutic value in

determining the safety treatment outcome for the patient represented by the

virtual phantom. It is therefore necessary to precisely know the dose deposited

at any point within the body of a patient during radiation therapy as part of dose

optimization. The Monte Carlo used for the simulation ensured the estimated

dose precision in the therapy of cancer with radionuclides as reported by Sonia

and his colleagues (Sonia et al., 2006).

Dose Validation

This section discusses the measured absorbed doses and the expected

doses for the verification. Its includes the Hounsfield Units determined for the

local materials, ionization chamber measurements, the results of the
anthropomorphic and the Adelaide phantoms measurements.

Tissue Characterization

Tissue mimicking materials play a key role in dose caculations for TPS

and for absorbed dose estimates in radiographic imaging studies. Therefore, the
d  • estigated the relationship between the linear attenuation coefficient and

the HU for the materials used for the tissue substitutes for the phantom. The
f u^insfleld Unit determined using the Emotion CT Scannerquantitative data of Hounsiiei

H<.nsities is presented in Table 27.
for the tissue densities is f

uio 77 balloons, mango seed, candle and cassava stick were
From Taoie

epresent and mimic the lung, muscle, fat and bone respectively in the
f the Adelaide phantom. The HU of these materials selectedthoracic region ot tn

^  HU determined by Dance et al. (2014), Buzug (2008),
were compared to Mu
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Heymsfield (2005), Prokop (2003). It was observed that, most of the HU values

were within the tissue density range except mango seed which had an HU of

+50.3, which could be a factor of temperature or tube voltage from the CT

scanner. According to Dance et al., (2014), the actual value of the Hounsfield

unit (shown in Table 4) is depended on the temperature, composition of the

tissue and the tube voltage.

TahiP 27- Hounsfield Units of Local Materials used in the Study in1 aoie .6 / . X TissiiPS

Tissue substitutes HU* HU**
Lung Tissue

Balloon

Bottle

-999.7

-1001.1 -1000
-980.4

-1000

Muscle 1 issue

Clay
Mango seed
Cork

+1345.0

+50.3 +10 to+50
+683.0

Bone

—

-100 to -50

,115.65

et al.. 2014; ""Buzug, 2008; »**Heymsfield.
Source: *This stuoy,

2005; ***Prokop, 2003

Also from the definition of the HU, it foliows that for ali substances
J oir variations of the HU values occur when they are

except water and air, vo

j  at different tube voltages. The different variations in the HU values

be due to the dependence of the various HU values on the following
I, „c reconstruction filter, the size of the scanned field of viewparameters such as recor

(FOV), and the position within the scanned FOV.
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The physical densities, linear attenuation coefficients and electron

densities derived for the materials inserted in the constructed phantoms are

shown in Table 28. The linear attenuation and electron densities were computed

using equations (17) and (22) respectively.

Table 28i Radiological Properties of Selected Materials
Materials

Tissues Mimicking

Hounsfield

Units

Linear

attenuation

coefficient,

Ur»(cm-^)

Electron Density/g
_

PQ ~ Pq,water
Pw

Lung

Heart

Balloon

Mango

Seed

Glandular Candle

Bone Cassava

StickailUK.

-999.7

50.3

-78.5

801.5

0.00002

0.06879

0.06036

0.01300

23

1.019X 10

3.507 X 10^
23

3.078 X 10

6.629 X 10^

2

2

3

2

Pawater 3-340 X .0" per gram
Lurce Siculation formula adopted from Claude et al.. 2013; Khan, 2003

Different substances exhibit a non-iinear reiationship of their linear

attenuation coefficient relative to that of water as a function of photon energy.

The Adelaide phantoms were constructed for the acquisition of patient data for
radiotherapy planning. Therefore, the HU and electron density conversions are

. TDc t.. pnabie effective correction for tissue heterogeneities in therequired by TPb to endui<=

omputation within the CT images of the human body. This wouid aiso

CO.. of • —"I" """•

«rA.:pnts the measurements results of the ionization
This section presems

h wing the doses from each beam energy used in Table 29. Appendix
the different energies with their irradiation times and doses given.
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Table 29: Results of Farmer Type lonization Chamber Measurement

Dose (Gy) 1.25 MeV 6 MY 15 MY

Measured Calculated

0.2 0.1766 0.1883 0.2149

0.4 0.3708 0.3767 0.3981

0.8 0.7504 0.7536 0.7958

1.6 1.4316 1.5086 1.5918

2.4 2.2167 2.2735 2.3887

3.2 2.9767 3.0301 3.1859

4.0 3.6128 3.7856 3.9825

5.0 4.6450 4.7320 4.9862

It was observed from TabJe 29 that, as the beam energy increases, the

dose also increases in the measurements. The absorbed dose delivered varies

with the beam energy as well as depth, field size, distance from the source and

the beam collimation on the phantom. Therefore, depending on the beam energy

the doses also vary. Figures 53 - 55 shows a plot of the measured dose values

with the expected dose values. Table 30 also shows the regression statistics of

the plot for the beam energies used m this study.
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Table 30- ANOVA of lon.^Chamber Measurements
*  PT^lu^v 6MV

0.00250.0397
Standard deviation (t?)
p-value

"SourceTFTSd'DSar^OlS
; hieiO —

0.0066

4.1985E-11 2.0394E-18 5.4938E-16

thP sienificant value of the regression model at a
Table 30 shows the sig

rn nno for the three energy beams. The significant value ofsignificance level of 0.000 to
O O'ln which indicates that, there is no difference in the

0.000 is less than 0.05U,
and the delivered (measured) doses. The standard

planned (expected) dose
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deviation values of the plots (Figures 50a-50c) were less than 5%, which is

considered reliable for dose calculation.

Validation of Phantom Measurements

The total dose prescribed to the phantoms (Anthropomorphic, Adelaide

A and Adelaide B) was 50 Gy per 25 fractions. Therefore, a dose of 2 Gy was

delivered five times per week for 25 times. The absorbed dose delivered to the

phantoms was expected to be approximately as the prescribed doses. Tables 31
and 32 give the results of the deviation of the prescribed and the delivered doses

for each of the phantoms used in the study.

Table 31= Phantom Measurement for LINAC Irradiation
Anthropomorphic Adelaide B Adclmdc A

(Gy)/
Fraction

2.06

2.06

2.05

2.08

1.23

1.47

1.67

1.35

1.57

1.73

pt 1 Inside (23)

pt 2 Inside (33)

Pt 3 Inside (43)

Pt 4 Inside (53)

Pt lOntop (IT)

pt 20ntop (2T)

pt 30ntop (3T)

pt 40ntop (4T)

pt 50ntop (5T)

Measured

(Gy)

Measured

(Gy)

Measured

(Gy)

1.17 1.11 1.09

2.14 2.14 2.09

2.10 2.08 2.07

2.14 2.13 2.09

1.20 1.19 1.16

1.52 1.48 1.43

1.67 1.66 1.68

1.39 1.37 1.35

1.62 1.63 1.63

1.66 1.64 1.62

Average DoseAverage Dosê ^^^^^____J— detachable breast was removed and the
Point 1 to 5 ontop are the points, whem theare tne P""'^g"pj,a„tom. Point 1 to 5 ontop are me points, where the

film ed on'd>e left breast.
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Table 32: Deviations of Phantom Measurement for LINAC Irradiation

Expected
(Gy)/

Deviation(s) (Gy)

Positions Fraction Anthropomorphic Adelaide B Adelaide A

2.06

2.06

2.05

2.08

1.23

1.47

1.67

1.35

0.89

-0.08

-0.05

-0.06

0.03

-0.05

0

-0.04

-0.05

0.07

0.95

-0.08

-0.03

-0.05

0.04

-0.01

0.01

0.97

-0.03

-0.02

-0.01

0.07

0.04

-0.01

0

Ft 1 Inside (2B)

Ft 2 Inside (3B)

Ft 3 Inside (4B)

Ft 4 Inside (5B)

Ft lOntop (IT)

Ft 20ntop (2T)

Ft 30ntop (3T)

Ft 40ntop (4T)

Ft 50ntop (5T)

Average Deviation

Source: Field Data, 2018

The phantoms were irradiated with two tangential fields of medial and
.  . 1 a-7 min and 1 42 min treatment times respectively at a dose of 50 Gy

lateral at 1.3/ mm anu

with the Cobalt machine. Equation (32) was used to convert the prescribed dose
TohiP ̂ 3 nresents the measurement results of the Cobalt-60

in treatment time. i aoic p

irradiation.

From Table 3Ia and 32. Points IT. 2T. 3T. 4T and 5T were positioned

on top of the left breast of the phantoms, while 2B. 3B. 4B and 5B were
d without the left breast (mastectomy). Point IT was positioned on the

^  f ,1,. hreast and the planned dose estimated was lower than
centre (nipple) of ttie ore

^rr IT AT and 5T were positioned anticlockwise on thedelivered dose. Points 2T,3T. 4 tan

.  . „fxinrth West. South and East respectively. Points 2 B.Cartesian coordinate of North, w

d 5B were also positioned anticlockwise on the Cartesian coordinate
rN0AW«.So..l..«'E«.
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Table 33: Phantom Measurement and Deviations for Co-60 Irradiation

Adelaide B Adelaide A

Positions

Expected
(Gy)/
Fraction

Measured

(Gy)

Deviation

(Gy)

Measured

(Gy)

Deviation

(Gy)

2.06 1.13 0.93 1.16 0.90

2.06 2.19 -0.13 2.15 -0.09

2.05 2.17 -0.12 2.10 -0.05

2.08 2.14 -0.06 2.13 -0.05

1.23 1.37 -0.14 1.31 -0.08

1.47 1.57 -0.10 1.49 -0.02

1.67 1.72 -0.05 1.69 -0.02

1.35 1.39 -0.04 1.34 0.01

1.57 1.58 -0.01 1.58 -0.01

Ft 1 Inside (2B)

Ft 2 Inside (3B)

Ft 3 Inside (4B)

Ft 4 Inside (5B)

Ft lOntop (IT)

Ft 20ntop (2T)

Ft 30ntop (3T)

Ft 40ntop (4T)

Ft SOntop (5T)

Average Deviation
Source: Field Data, 20!»

Each position had different measured dose readings. The measured

(planned) doses for positon 3B to 5B and 2T to 5T were higher than their
expected (delivered) dose values. The estimated dose for position I (2B) was
lower than what was expected to be given. The maximum delivered dose was

Position 3B was included in the lateral radiationmeasured at position 2 (3B). Position

.  .U mahest deviation of 0.97 from the measurements of the
field. Again, the hignesi u

i7 T TisJAC was within the tolerance of -5% and +7%
delivered dose of the UIna
according to ICRU 50 and 62.

Validation of Critical Organ Doses

luation of the critical organs namely, lungs, heart and spinal cord
irradiation techniques results from the treatment planning

for breast cancer
r and Co-60 treatment machines and the phantoms is

system using LINAC
, Table 34 shows the results of the average doses over

presented and discusse .
lume for the critical organs of lung, heart and spinal cord within
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the thoracic region of the female body.

Table 34: Average Doses for Organs Around the Target Left Breast for
Intact Breast

Dose

Constraints*

Dose

(Gy)/fraction

Energy 1.25 MeV 6MV

Organs Dose (Gy)±cr Dose (Gy)±o"

1.8

2

where a is standard deviation; * trom Radiation Therapy Oncology Group

Source: Field Data, 2018; RTOG, 2018

From Table 33, the non-target right breast received the highest delivered

dose of 0 93±0.07. Additionally, the left lung also received high absorbed dose
.  j- hprfliise it was within the treatment field. The spinal cord

during the irradiation because
.  f\ /Ti _LA no anA f\ ^

organ's

aunng tiic

measured the lowest radiation dose of 0.03±0.02 and 0.05±0.0I for beam

L. Lung 0.7438±0.0358 0.7771 ±0.0101

R. Lung 0.09406±0.0135 0.0862±0.0618

Heart 0.3441 ±0.0479 0.3726±0.0971

Spinal Cord 0.0310±0.0198 0.0454±0.0171

R. Breast 0.9253±0.0732 0.7289±0.1723

.  p I oi MeV and 6 MV respectively. This was because of theenergies of 1.23 Mev

.u f.raPted location. The median range for the mean planned
distance from the targeicu

n  rv (0 00-4.6lGy) and 0.25 Gy (0.61-0.54 Gy) to the left and
dose was 0.43 uy

.  , rp. j^ean expected (planned) dose to be received by
right lungs respectively, m

n  +0 46 and 0.25±0.05 within a dose volume ofthe leftand right lungs were 0.61 ±0.
^t.-vplv for the phantoms irradiated. The results for

455.1 and 271.6 ccm respectively
,1 within the RTOG 0617 for dose constraints. In

the critical structures were
ntoms exposed to ionizing radiation and therefore, theradiation therapy, the p a

possible should be excluded from the treatment volume
organs

^^Berrington et al., 20 )
„garch conducted by Duma et al., (2017), on dosesAccording to a researc
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the heart, the median range for the mean dose to the whole heart was 3.6 Gy

(2.6-8.9 Gy) and 2.6 Gy (0.8-3.5 Gy) for high dose and low dose respectively.

The average dose to the heart was estimated to be 4.0+1.3 Gy and 2.3+0.8 Gy

for high dose and low dose respectively.

It is therefore important to minimize the dose distribution to the heart

and the lung to reduce the risk of cardiac radiation injury and pulmonary

damage. The target volume to the spinal cord should be contoured on every slice
of CT simulation. Recommending dose constraints is quite challenging, because

there are no clear and consistent thresholds according to Marks et al. (2010),
therefore, the acceptable risk level varies with the clinical scenario.

In summary, to reduce and optimize the absorbed dose scattered to the
thP annropriate dosimetric techniques employed for dosecritical organs, the approprm

.  I, he assessed before their application in treatment,constraint should be assesseu

Chapter Summary
the study results of the measured parameters in

This chapter presented the siuay
,  , The results provided give answers to the researchgraphical and tabular forms, m

,  ̂ Tt^iUo describes the relationship between the variousquestions that were asked. It also 0

hat were used to calculate the derived quantities in ordermeasurable quantitie , . ,
fusions Moreover, the chapter gives explanation to theto draw reasonable cone • . .
.  ̂.rived and its significance on dose verification in

MCNP modelling equation

radiation therapy.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview

This research work addressed the verification of planned and delivered

doses using standard and constructed phantoms for the assessment and

treatment of detected tumour in a breast. This chapter presents the
comprehensive summary of the major findings of the measured and calculated
parameters of the EBT3 film dosimetry and quality control on the radiotherapy
machines used. Also, the chapter draws insightful conclusions on the fabrication
of physical phantoms for clinical application of dose assessment of the critical
organs located in the thoracic region of the female body. The summary of the

™iy.» »'«•
„cthP cfudv and recommendations of the key findingsthe concluding summary ofthe study a

relevant to the stakeholders.

Summary „ broad areas on quality control of the radiation
The study addressed four oroa

f cnTI dosimetry, Cobalt-60 virtual simulation and dosemachines, evaluation of EBTJ ,
.  H constructed phantoms. The operational techniquesvalidation of standar an u j • , f.i, u

.(be facilities were the dosimetry ofthe beam
j  - treatment units

and collimation angles and linearity. The
f cm the machines, the ganuy

I  ers alignment, gantry rotation, field sizes and table
•  1 check ou lasers &mechanica diation safety checks were assessed. It was observed

movement as well as . , deviate significantly from their baseline
chine characteristicsthat the macn time of acceptance and commissioning

values of respectively. The safety checks on
of the cobalt-60 and LINA
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entrance interlocks, beam ON indicator were all functional for both treatment

units.

Secondly, the study also evaluated the radlochromic EBT3 film

dosimeter. The following were assessed: calibration and sensitivity of the film,

relationship between the optical density and the dose, energy response on the

film, the effect of the area selection of the scanned image, effect of film

orientation, the scanning response of different scanners and scanner uniformity.

It was observed that the beam energy was independent on the EBT3 films. The

type of scanners to be used in scanning the EBT3 films is also important,
because different scanners used might not be sensitive to the EBT3 films, and
therefore, one choice of scanning orientation should be adopted and the EBT3
films should be positioned in the centre of the scanner in the perpendicular
direction to the scan.

Thirdly the MCNP model developed the transport of 10' photons
sources of the radiation that pass through the phantom for a desired distribution

. . Hnrine breast treatment. The absorbed dose simulated was
of absorbed dose uunuB

.  . „ the oenetration ability based on different layers on theabsorption dependent on the pe

the dose was verified for left intact breast and mastectomy by
haracterization (electron density and linear attenuationdetermining the tissue c a ...... ,, ,

rials used for the standard and Adelaide phantoms.
coefficient) of the loca m a f i, u a

. ohantom measurements were assessed for absorbed
The ionization chamber ano p

j Co-60 treatment units. The doses delivered to the
/4r»^es from the LfNA

the targeted thoracic region were assessed. The dosimetriccritical organs^ employed to assess the dose verification
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and constraints of the measured absorbed doses were discussed.

Conclusions

Two phantoms made of Perspex namely Adelaide A and B, were

constructed from locally available materials of balloons, mango seed, cassava

stick and candle. These materials were used as mimic tissues m the female
thoracic body region. Based on its radiological properties, these tissues were
simulated using the planned doses in a particular area. The results of the
constructed Adelaide phantoms show that the delivered doses measured were
slightly higher than the planned doses. Also, it was observed that the left intact
breast received lower doses as compared to the doses received when the left
breast was removed and irradiated for the beam energies of 1.25 MeV, 6 MV
and 15 MV for all the used phantoms. The work has demonstrated that the use

•  1 available in Ghana could be used as a good substitute toof local materials available
.  ,4 nhantoms Therefore, they serve as relatively cheap butcommercially produced phanto

•  d treatment option materials to clinicians, scientist and
accurate diagnostic ana

non-target right breast received the highest
Again, from the study,
. o O1+0 07 Gy and 0.73±0.17 Gy for Co-60 and LINAC

.^livered doses of O.yj—^ j.^g^jjonofthe radiation beam. The spinal cord measured
repectively, due to the

X delivered oose

.  hoton beam energies used, because of the supine
.  1 + from the phighest do the beam

.. „fthe organ in the thoracic eposition or the acceptance

energies. The doses to the non-
.  +5% ofthe delivered dose.constraint of
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The study also considered the outcome of radiation treatment to the

precision in the delivered dose, and found to be dependent on the accuracy of

the beam data used. The beam output measured was 1.263+0.007 Gy and

1 306+0 013% Gy for the linear accelerator and Co-60 treatment unit

respectively. These values did not deviate significantly from their baseline

values of +2% and ±3% acquired at the time of acceptance and commissioning

of the Co-60 and LINAC machines respectively. The dosimetric data parameters

ed on Co 60 and LINAC machines were all within the acceptable limits set

for the machine performance and testing procedures. Therefore, the facilities

could be said to be working self consistently.
The study provided a theoretical model, to predict the dose distribution

at each point of the phantom, mimicking the tissues in the body with virtual
hantoms The results were validated with experimental measurement using Co-

ThP absorbed dose at the entrance surface was higher
60 gamma source.

. u .1,0 Hn«;es deeper within the phantom. The Monte Carlocompared with the doses h
.  . j fnr absorbed dose was below 5% of the acceptablesimulation estimated for absoro

.a. Hoses absorbed at different depths in layers within thetolerance. Therefore, the doses
. ..oiform because of the dependency on the penetrationvirtual phantom were no

on the material density and the field size of the exposed area.
.  of constructed phantoms, and based on the

This work through the use o
and experimental dose measurements, has exhibited thattheoretical calculations , ^ ,j . u
. organs were not at risk and other organs could also bethe organs and non-target og

the constructed phantoms provide a significant contribution as
' ' .jand-in patient, so that repeated and multiple

it could be used as aerformed without adding to any patient exposure.
measurements can ep
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Recommendations

Based on the study results, the following recommendations were made

in order to help improve and increase the beneficial role of radiation therapy of
cancer patients especially breast cancers:

(i) The Health Professional

II I, mmmtM "tdM plyiMso » use fc
AUeleld, I" «" *"
i„ lea,.,,., d»iu..w "" •"'*'""""
available. , . ,

Ato «e «..=»»«. P—

to organs

of patient data for treatment plannmg.

,in To Research Community
. . that this research work should be applied to real lifeIt is recommended that tm

situations
of breast cancer patients.
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appendices

appendix a

Worksheet foe the Deterttiinatioit of Aloteted Dose

Date:

User

.. ,„d reference condittons forfl. detenninaflonRadiation treatment unit and referen^^^^^^^^
«>Co therapy unit:

Reference phantom.

Reference field size:

Reference depth

inaterinl:

material:

material:

Serial No.: —

thickness:

thickness:

thickness:

,  ,o„l«.«onc..am.ecande.ectre^
loaUation chamber model:
Chamber kvall/wiadow
Vlblcrproof siccve/coeer
Phanlom window „,i|,n,iioo factor "a." °
. Jaire«e to water CfllmnnAbsorbed dose ,ii,R,tion Pa- — q +vc □ -vc □ comxReference conditions foreel* ^ Calibm.ionP'l'"''^ elfec,

Polarizing ' Userpolsntf:

Typ

□ Gy/nC

Date:

e:a cylQpp
gfcofr

_______ g/era^
g/cm-

 □ Gy/rdg
»C Rcl. humidity: %

corrected for polarity

calibration labomtoty
Eiectromctcrm^J.^^^, □fs'
Calibmtedsepamtof

orrec...-^-'""""""""""
3. Dosimetcrrea^'^Ja.t'.ond'®''"'"'^Uncor.ecteddosn.o"''^

Cmrespondingb""'^ponu...n and time =

Serial No.: _

Range setting:
Date:

Ratio of dositno'®' ^ Tempen"^ '

□ nC □ rdg

min

□ nC/min Ordg/min

^Ii;^ity(ifi™'™)^ ''o

(i) Pressure/^

(iiilPolantyo"

(2712+11^= _
(273.2+^fl)

ndimensionless *dcc =
OtiC/dS rdgat-l'r

kpa iM

.  . Rccombinnt'""
„-«oit»e«-polanzfS

re
p, (reduced)

ction(i»°
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Readings'' at each V;

Voltage ratio fV'''2 ~

Mr.
Mr.

Corrected dosimeter reading at the voltage »
f- /. sa

M = A/|/A';-/>^cic«:^pot^i

Ratio of readings A/,/A/^ - _

' {\\IV2r-(M,lM2)

□ nC/min □ rdg/min

.  lit the reference depth z„f4. Absorbed dose rate to cy/min

♦or lit the depth of dose maximum
5. Absorbed dose ra.e «

Depth of dose maximum: "nia* ^ ^

(i) SSD set-up a ,0 cm X 10 cm field size: PDD (-V= "
Percentage depth dose at
Absorbed dose ,«>D,(s^VW«--.rr)=

g/cm*)
,ii) SADset-op ,ocmfleW«i==T^''«'"° —

TMRoirrerf'"''' . .. ;
Absorbed dose rote eeJ.brot.0 <'«'''

Uyif\-tsa»' " —

Gy/min

%

corrected if „„ ig detcimined according to
roin

Timer error,

MI

min 1'

l,d.esip.orrmos.be.d«oin,o»ce».n.,
□ oCAnio OnlBXmin

Ibtoted sepatoicly '^^J^'pllsrity-meter is nu* calilx^ ^gding a' . t,, Uic reading of , preferably, each- 'f "''^"TLnotorof y of fldi "=""^cl \i in the denomina ^ ̂„os oi ,gr,ty eflcci i to ui
should be the be ^ „ conection. Otherwise the

c Strictly. sho"'^ perfon"^" Jgi the cahlaadon »abt>ni^) wiU
reading m ^ Hbondoty /? Is ^jgibleinmostcases.

should W-'^^.'See. of
factor A:, ® „niiy ^
normally
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appendix b

Equipment Specification for EBT3 Irradiation

T.inear Accelera^

Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden
Synergy U Platform / 2486Manufacturer

Model / SN Photons
Source Activity 6MV&15MV

CobaIt-60Energies

Best Theratronics
Theratron Equinox 100 Cobalt-60Manufacturer

Model

Source Activity
Energy

399 TBq
1.25 MeV

|r»ni7ation Cham^

plW-Freiburg, Germany
/ 000821

5.408 X 10^ Gy/C

Type
Manufacturer

Model / SN _ vactor
Detector Calibration
Nd.w
Correction Factor

Manufacturer

Model
Serial NujBfe^

TypeT^

1.000

1.1%
+400 V

1^0%_^

pXW-Freiburg, Germany
T10021
^— ]
jarometer^^-^ Druck

ie/Testo9^
Thenn2£21:-
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appendix d

Photon Plan Summary for Left Breast

appendix D-1 : Beam Information for 6 MV

Beam

Beam number
Treatment Unit

Radiation Type
Energy

Fraction Group
Number

Number of
Fractions

MU or min
Fraction

FX (cm)
FY (cm)
FEXl (cm)
FEX2 (cm)
FEVl (cm)
FEV2 (cm)
MLC _—
Isocenter X (cm)
Isocenter Y (cm)
Isocenter Z (cm)
Table Top
Lateral (cm)
Table Top
Longitudinal
(cm)
Table Top
VerticaK£IlU
SSD (cm)
Depth of

ia°'=®"'%egrees)
Gantry (des^''
Collim^^®'^

correction

FI 306

Synergy 11

Photon

6MV
1

25

201.87

F2 131

Synergy
II

Photon

6MV
1

25

200.66

F3 ISO MED F4 ISO ANT
3  4

Synergy II Synergy II

.0.3
-0.3

.10..3

Photon

6MV

1

-0.3

.10..3

CC(GP^)
cc (GPbl)

On

Photon

6MV

1

25

0.00

-0.3

-10..3

CC (GPU)
On
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appendix d

Beam

Beam number
Treatment Unit

Radiation Type

Energy
Fraction Group
Number

Number of
Fractions

MU or min
Fraction

FX (cm)
FY (cm)
FEXl (cm)
FEX2 (cm)
FEYI (cm)
FEY2 (cm)
MLC_
Isocenter X (cm)
Isocenter Y (cm)
Isocenter Z (cm)
Table Top
Lateral (cm)
Table Top
Longitudinal
(cm)
Table Top
VerticaKcmj.

SSD (cm)
Depth of
isocenter

Gantry
Collimator

correct]^

Photon Plan Summary for Left Breast

appendix D-1 : Beam Information for 6 MV

2

Synergy
11

Photon

6MV
1

F3 ISO MED

Synergy 11
Synergy 11

Photon

6MV
1

Photon

6MV

1

F4 ISO ANT

Synergy 11

25

201.87

25

200.66

ML52L

-0.3
.0.3

-10..3

-0.3

.10..3

cc (GP^)
On

Photon

6MV

1

25

0.00

■0.3

-10..3

CC (GPU)
On
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appendix D-2: Beam Information for 1.25 MeV

Prescription 5000.0^G7i^li^O-0°/°
Normalization: Isocenter
.  . .. . Ccict 1

Normalizaiion;

Calculation Model: Fast Photo"
Heterogeneity Correction (3.44,0.00,
Max Isodose

Beam #

Name

Machine

Energy

Blocks

Wedge Name
Wedge Angle
Gantry (Start, Stop )
Couch (°)
Couch (Lat, Vert,

X, V 7¥cm) 2.41,0-00'Isocenter (X, ^ ̂ 2395.83
Dose to Isocenter (cy;
Fit (Volume, Margin) ^
SSD (cm)

Med Tang
Equinox 1

305.3

0.0

none

96.0
0.0

00 Cob
Co-60 1.25 MeV
No

, c
-9.60,-16.40, 3.5

Collimator (°)
Field Size (cm)
Jaw 1 (cm)
Jaw 2 (cm)

Depth (cm) (^nt)
EfFective Square«.

TPR

RCS
RPS
Wedge Factor
Inverse
Accessory Trans-
Factor

Total OCR
Primary Ot-^
Block Edge OCR
Coll Edge OCR
Wedge OCR
Weight Pp^'^^

Dose to weig'
(cOy) .^axCcOy)
Doseatdm tions
Number of ̂ Rx
Machme=SS^^^

6.8x17.4
Xl'3.4 3.4?i:8.7y2:8-7
7.50
9.78
0.781
0.998
0.999
1.000
l.OlO
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
Isocenter
0.9
95.8

2

Lat Tang
Equinox 100 Cob
Co-60 1.25 MeV
No

129.4

0.0

-9.60, -16.40, 3.5

2.41,0.00, 0.28
2604.17
none

87.5

0.0
6.8 X 17.4
X 1:3.4X2: 3.4
yi:8.7Y2:8.7
6.50
9.78

0.819
0.998
0.999
1.000
1.010
1.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
Isocenter

1.0
104.2
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appendix b

appendix e

Quadrants of MCNP

,1; Reference plane section into smaller volumes

from ""Co source

appendix E-2:

60ro source

Ifl'ot
'41??i-330



appendix B-4: Third Layer from ̂ °Co source

376

360 344 328

•35?~"343~3:7
■353-342-3-6
■357—341 325
■293-277-261■294-278-262
■; 05-2 7 9-2 63

296 280 264

72 88 104

87—103'
86-102'
85-101

appendix E-5:FourthUyerton^^

3541.117-321353_?73-2S72e9_?I|-256
290^X^5-259291 ^2i-V-

appendix E.6: Fifth Layer
from ""CO source

-.«7-45iZ..}|4-2lO::|25483^L6-450^l93-2C9_jgi
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Appendix E-7: Sixth Layer from '"Co source

,  456 200 216 23

—  99""216"^231471 455 r|B-2l4-'230
4 70-4 3-229

t)5-389;:ll33rj|o-l66
tgH91-l3S351_4«2

36 152 16S
403 392

—

203 21|-234■202 218_233201 217 gg
137 l"-i70
138-J|e'l71

49111^74-458

iltpji
497 iii

from '"CO source9-Eighth Lay®'

207'^i;:-238
-463^906-2S7-237
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appendix F

Optical Densities of the Energy Beams

Co-60

T

0.047971

0.074806

0.120504

0.194716

0.242666

0.271828

0.281328

0.308496

6MV

Optical Densities (OD)
0

0.036531

0.066308

0.123293

0.176291

0.225176

0.278932

0.302995

0.334302

15 MV

T

0.038911

0.070285

0.122612

0.198248

0.250528

0.269145

0.304166

0.302827
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appendix g

Dose Measurement with lonization Chamber

1.25 MeV

Dose TT
Measured

PC
to

(min)
0.21

TnC) _
3.265

0.4 0.43 6.857

0.8 0.85
13.876

1.6 1.70 26.471

2.4 2.55
40.990

3.2 3.40
55.042

4.0 4.26
66.804

5.0 5.32
85.892

rMU/100)-
20.06

40.12

80.23

160.47

240.70

320.93

401.17

501.46

3.481

6.966

13.935

27.895

42.040

56.030

70.000

87.500

15 MV

TT Measured

rMU/100) (nC)

20.52 3.9735

41.04 7.361

82.07 14.715

164.15 29.435

246.22 44.17

328.29 58.91

401.37 73.64

512.96 92.20
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■  f „™„ih«dthv tissues and dose escalation [I]. A physical phantomIt is non-invasive and allows for Sparing of n to Hprive the irradiation dose
■  n.„,„,natoniical features could be used to derive the inadiation doseor a computational phantom that numics could be used as a quality assurance (QA) tool for

mside the body. In in-vtvo dosimetiy with onte^^ assurance in the radiotherapy treatment planning process
treatment planning systems (TPS) m th^apy ' ^ approach is to monitor the radiation dose
is essential for minimizing the possibility of undue xpos the e xtremity dose to patients during
in radiation facility, which would serve as a safety me^u ^
treatment where avoidance of high radiation exposure^ ^ employed. This is because a number of
i>eam calibration .n terms of absorbed dose ^ ̂ g3„^ ray source has a significant part of
countries still use the Co-60 sources for treating in the treatment head [3].
low energy scattered photons, which orig^nat

. 3, the radiation source «. the Monte Cario
A  I 25 MeV ^ ^ measurement of absorbed dose forA gamma source of mean energy ^he reference medium ^ ̂
-Ulahotc A ts^er (H.O, ^ of pracHcc W - ^

as beam energy, depth, field ^3bons that affect
^rbed dose varies dependait dose m th P was 100 cm. Figure 1
«"liniation system (4, 5], Thus, ^ ,o cm rc 10 '^'T'^j^terminatirm of absorbed dose to water

distribution, nte field mze ̂  .«ed for "
L  crfieirtam^®"^
^  the experimmttal setup o mdiation
Procedure adopted by IAEA TRS398 m

Fixed sworce to surf^
distance (SSD)

Beam Central Asa
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IntemaaonalJoumal (^Sciences: Basicica»dAppliedResearch (VSBAR) (2018) Vohme 38. No 2. pp liO-122

c  ■ l=,rinff the aibitraiy beam distribution using Monte Cario code. TheA photon virtual source was used for sim geometry with precision. The simulated virtual
MCNP code was used because of its ability to si ^ ̂er The code sectioned or meshed the 1000
phantom used has the same absorption and scatter elemait (i.e. voxel) could
cm' water phantom into 25,000 smaller volumes for ^ ^ ̂ respectively. The results of the
be calculated TTte meshing of the I*® , 3„d 3 shows the 3D and 2D geometric view of thedose in the z^tlane were plotted using MATLAB. >S«««
tvater phantom and the source respectively

CvHndrical
cobalt Sovree

Air^P

Water

phjnto*®

Figure
2:MCNF3PS^metric view

of Sim

irmdated virtual phantom

0 CiOSS j-yplane
l

901
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dtissueme^*'®

Figure

eometrie
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of SI
niulated

.rmal^atcrphanmn.
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.  „f the source holders «hile planer geometries v«re used
Cylindrical geometries were employed for e ^ surface source, coUimated beam and mono-
for the virtual water phantom. The gamma source The gamma source was modelled to emit
energetic source energies with uniform dismbution of ra containing the source in direction of z -
Ptetons perpendicular to the phantom, parallel in dn^on ^ ^ ^ ̂
P'ane. TTrese hypothetical source energies were ^ ̂ Unless steel, water and air. The
parallel ,o x-y plane Materials conshtuting the ^ ̂  of the water m the phantom
^ententa, compositton of the source holder w. ^ ̂ The
^  and air was rtte number ofphotons emitted by the^*^tuted hydrogen and oxygen (Hi^) k used to determine the^oi measurement IS useu with dose conversion tawes in
length at the lime of the expen mental associate d photons tog

per second The straigth of the calculate the dose per each cell-
^^ference accordmg to IAEA TRS398 are used o

3. Results and Discussion the energy deposited per photon m
- «/>f^>sorptionev /ijfferait distance from the

''iSure 4a-c show the results of the spatial d^^^ ,^ers repmsenPng
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A irn« of the source holders while planer geometries were usedCylindrical geometries were employed for e ^ surface source, collimatcd beam
for the virtual water phantom. The gamma source was spec eamina source was raodell

... Hictribution of radioactive. ^

-J.iimricai geometries were ciuf.^j ^ surface source, collimatcd beam and mono-
for the virtual water phantom. The gamma source was gamma source was modelled to emit
energetic source energies with uniform distribution ^^[inders containing the source in direcUon of z -
P^tons perpendicular to the phantom, parallel m gs a disc with 1-5 cm diameter (not to real size) and
P'ane. These hypothetical source energies were ® ̂ ̂  ̂ ^gr and air. The
parallel to x-y plane. Materials constituting the geo ^ ^ rtie phantom

"-m.1 „d o.,,- 0><» - "
•  measurement is oseo conversion tables mlength at the time of the expenmental associate d photons tog^

per second The strCTgth of the source an per each cell.
'^ference according to IAEA TRS398 are used to

^•J^esultsand Discussion .  .vents of the energy deposTted perphotonm
-  , dismbution of absotpb"" ji^ce ton, the4a. Showthe results of the spahal d.^^^ ^ n=pn-nb
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.  • A *h. «ripnfntions of the beams shaped to match the plan delineationoptimizing the intensity of the radiation and the • ■ ■♦; a » c thmnoh thp
Of *e .u™. -n.e s.™-a.on n^de, was able .o aalca.a. d-o se. of na.aa» —«pha„,omforades.reddosed.s.nbuUonnanack.nsexacUywha.happens»pa^^^

Siriikti"

I «-

deposidonaid.e fifth'"

Energy er i"
.^nraph'

..theniorfft""
. Energy . - z-plane was delermined of »h.chFigure ^inea'^'®^^'" ^ which indicates the linear
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different distan
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V = .2.31E-04x2 .3.53E-03X + 1.28E-01
r2s9.98E-01

0.12

0 0.1

1 0.08
o
K

A

« 0 06
>

r

2 0.04

0.02

8  '» "
6

MesMlaye^

Figure 5: ^ orient of detonmnation {R ̂
„ the gooitoe® of <ho significance value (p <

S. the ̂ h gives

0.998 .ndicates of the n"'"'' ^ fi.e afive absoH^d dose inssthautudtcahngshong ,ofithe^la^o"^;^,optesen.lhe sunn^fionof
c^mated regJ^^'^ , .heiapy - „f the phantom. From Figurea graph sho«s " ^i„g Co^^ , pnrtic"!^ received the lorvest dose

r within the virtual p jjffefent direct" the ten - , the doses at different
Tetent points located in ® ^murn ^ ihroos'' The non-uniformity

r that, as the photon ene®' jjfforent ̂  ,„ th ^
from the surface also phantom "" surface than th<^ ^mition abilily, on the

r TTre absoHted dose ̂ ^^en pho";;;; The dose d.^''^^„ing rhe safety treatment
, .t could be stated that

^ - iTforP'^"""ron. « Ie Phantom (vnto^) ^ .ttmd pH^^^ patron ,omp. of cancer «.h
for.hepat.entteptese«.^^^papat.cnl''^^p, dosc pt-
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ides as reported by ,hrou^ the phantom. The dose

redictittSt^ wvaO^®
focused on pf^ jg und^t
determined at



Intentatianal Journal of Sciences.Basic
icandAppliedReseanh(USBAR) (2018) Vobme38, No 2,pp 116-122

^ .^„™vided a theoi^cal model to predict the dose disttibution in eachdistance and the beam energy. TTte study p ^
point of the phantom minucking the tissues m ^ ̂ ̂ accurately describes the ladiatimi
study also demonstrated the advantage of using jmrithms in Monte Carlo, it would be the
therapy systom. TTrerefore, it is mtvisaged that with -mproved algo
method simulation tedmique for radiation therapy

S. Recomnteiidatioa

It is recommended that the simulation res

validate the theor^cal results.
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4  flatbed scanner, Epson Stylus CX5900 used for scanning

"• «y c. "" '"T f*"7"y ̂  ^ With two otner w / ^ irradiated with doses

"f each °^cy and uniformity- Scanners ^ analysing the scanners.
-^gmo 725 MeV cobalt-60 * ,as 0.65 % and standard deviation (o) ofS®g from 0-500 cGy using 1-23 dehvered dose

^^^rage dose discrepancy (5) «
the Epson Stylus CX5900 Scatmer-

Scanner; Cobalt-60; EB
arecompara polyester film

L INTRODUCnON protecte ° j^yer incorporates a yellow dye,substrates. sensitivity that enables

Tl). . targeted to the decrease This allows the film to he
film widely tise radia^oi^ i^ jixulti-eha®^® ^ periods and handled by

foji. ̂  ̂ 6 absorbed doses of io^d ^-qh beam® immersed in recommendation of thell, 3; °®tgy photons, electron an the edges acc jg^^jion. The recommended
C'- Moreover, the radiochronuc dependence t„anufiie«":er ^^jiometric film dosimetry
V'' transfer (LET) and ene^ ^^^ation protocol ^g.55 Report 63 [5, 9] was

ie study. Gafchromic ^BTS film ui
U. [3, 4, 5] EBT3 fibn i® ^ Nation nsed ^jigrefore it can be scanne wi ei er

». »» "taTr™,!

" IS a nearly ® Heal articles embedd , fj^^on's rings in images

V «>ppK.™.»ly»3^^j,i„2l»' a " A,. ««< ™*»" """"
V "Si- »»>*•' "!f ao °"^,06«.) ^ K—"1 "■"y^. »indw W- ®'
V eft O (13-3'>'e)' ^/ 26 [Sl" ®

Active atomic number o
,,.,5.1646-164?1__ _ r 1646 i

-- ^



^cause the number of photons reaching the EB
is a function of the intensity of the radiation and

that the film is exposed to the radiation. The
of scanner to be used is in scanning the fil

^^atial.

n. METHODS AND MATERIAL

,  The GafChromic EBT3 with product code
^^206, from Ashland Speciality 10
>«er used in the study. The EBT3 used to

per box and dimensions of 12-8
(12.8 X 14.7") of the EBT3 film was

^^^'^gular pieces of dimensions 2 cm x 3 cm
by ™„g . <h..p ^

f  A Water phantoms made rj^g

ze used for the irradianon o surface
j. * cm at the isocenter and the sotnce
;:;»"(SSD)w..».t.00

machine. prpendic^^^
The EBT3 films were plaoe P^ r

pL central axis at a depth o corrected
F„, Correction and scaling fa^to

water phantom. One o ^ere
\ ̂  placed in the water P levels o.^.Um.mnge.fO.bt"^' "
%'• "■ SO, ,60, 240, 320, 400, 500 « ? g „d

treatment time t
(1)

PrescribedPoss —.—

Depth Dose^DoseltatoScarterr

t. 2018 Mar-Apr;4(5) : 1646-1649

Digitization
Three different scanners (Epson Stylus

CX5900, Scanner A and Scanner B) were used to
evaluate an appropriate scanner in scanning the EBT3
films The EBT3 fihns were stored in a dark location
until it was scanned. All the films were scanned in the
landscape orientation in order to reduce vananons
within the fihn as recommended by the manufacturer

Pt al ril]. The films were positionedand Menegotti et ai., LiAj

the centre of the scanner in the directionrerpendicular to the scan direction. Uniformij test at
frloducible central location on the scan surface
. V 4 This was checked by placing the unexposed

the scanner and scanned. To keep track of
^'Zon the exposed films were labelled A. B, C. D.onenta ' „ bottom left comer which

correspon ^yeiy for the photon of energies
400. 500 c y to ^

'  file format (TIFF) was split into red.tagged imag ^^ge processing
green and (National
software. g.^hesda. MD). A region of
Instimte ot g g was chosen for each

" "i"®"^  when the film exposed was
and the resp^^ ^^^^i,„.„etric curve for the beam
determined ^ provides information for the film
energy- The optical densities of the fihn
response for the scanners used from
response wer jata.
the mean pure g^g„ed as the logto h/I-

m intensity measured in the absencewhere is fo <i^<= « ^ ;„j,„fity transmitted thresh
of the film perpendicular to its plane. Thefi.efllmm^'''' g aeanner response wasT density of the nunH using tlw^^inatmn.
ealculat^'^"'' ®

^ -- ^logiQ \hieanP^="'

figure 1: EBT3 film irradm^i
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION EBT3 Scanners , . ̂ . j -ff ,
Figure 3 shows a plot of the three different

nsitometnc Curve scanners studied, and with the scanned images
A film sensitometric curve or H D , j TmQOP T

(named after developers Hurter and Driifield) was usi
''ntennmed to know the relationship between the
applied exposure and the resulting fihu density. Figure
^ shows the three RGB film characteristics curves

the e^qjosures for the beam energy of 1-2
Used •Expson*'

k Scanner A

6 ScannerB

<105 Optical Oensify {OD)

• Ri'J

PiV  1 Ti TVfeV Beam
2: Characteristic Curve for 1-2

Energy

2 that the response
Was observed in Figure ' ^ greenI

Figure 3: Scanner response

The graph in Figure 3 three shows the optical
■  of the Epson Scanner, Scanner A anddensities^ deHvered. It was observed

three scanners had a perfect correlation fit

r>0 99)
^ t response in the spectrum, while Scanner B

relative low response. The percentage errorshowe a measured dose and the

^VdosTs for Epson Stylus CX5900 Scanner,expecte measured doses based

Table 1 shows the
equation

n p red and

Ck, EBT3 fUm scanned tn channel-
are above the curve for ̂  curve

"f ™ agreement ^ a relatively
^igh I The red aose dependent .cannerr^
tk because the signal is because ^able
C blue which has a relatively 1° ^^^^^queutly.

^'S^al has weak dose-depen resp'tonsC'th, nas weak dose-uoi^- V

%EMeasured

to doses

niehest '

used for
Sk, the red channel was use

obtained ffn-
optic^

of the fit.

tk red channel pixel values
% .^'^hration curve were conve estimate

using the 5- order polynntn'^' ^^riabl' ««ng the Se. order porf"- se va-'
e

equation between ^ ro eal
\  the predicator (OD) ft"""
^'t)K ®^rbed dose delivered

A
densities of the film.

Standardrror

deviation

0.017685

0.623428

1703830

3.399487

0.1252119.97499

3941834

7739042

14480^

2.25383

3.10551

3.31999
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160 157.4514 1.61866 1.802132

320 321.2030 0.37453 0.850649

400 395.7213 1.081241 3.025498

500 496.6558 0.673344 2.364706

The discrepancy d between the measured dose
^^oasured 3Jid the expected dose Dexpected was
^^culated according to the relation:

^ _ Dexpected'~^measured ̂  (4)
j. Dmeasured , ,

®  calculated for each measurement to estimate tne
'^«ence between the actually measured, and the
^"lated dose at the central beam. The avemge dose
^'^fepancy ) calculated was 0.645409 "o an

deviation (a) of 0.924529.
calculated was between 0. 13 % and 3-32 "•>d deviation ranged ° sTaL

8l>t be as a result of lack of unifornuty m ^
the scanner stability and the response of th

^^entation dependence [12,13,1^'

^Cton, ®T?''rr''ch!!nnel) flatbed^^^"^end that a 48-bit (16- be used
f. ^^er, with FilmOA so ability toThis is because of the sc^^^^Jed.
sO ^ are particularly^d blue. Epson scann j^e
icj'^^oded due to their scanner is of

parameters of the flatbed RG ^ 3
bhon of 75 dpi, no colour co ^ document

'I'e* ^900 Scanner used,h,.;^^'th the Epson Stylus i^donofTSdP'.
"^ge type is of 24-bit colour. a

corrections, professional ^as
Ne document type. F-m the ̂ ,d ^le

that the Epson Stylus scan
appropriate in scanning ^euts with

Farah et al.. performed an ^ gg flatbe
I.J'^an TrueBeam 1.6 ^050 in

lOOOO XL and HP Scanjet of dos^"P
^/electron" [l^J'

for both photons

[

concluded that, the reflective scanning method could

be used on EBT3 as an economic alternative to the

transmission method. In addition, the behavior for

doses ranging from 0 to 40 Gy corroborated the results

reported by Borca et al. [6] for EBT3 film.

IV. CONCLUSION

The study found the Epson Stylus CX5900

scanner to be an appropriate alternative for film
dosimetry with the fihn providing a reliable relative
dose measurement. Different scanners used might not
be sensitive to the EBT3 films by introducing errors in
the measurements of doses. Therefore, the type of
scanners to be used in reading or scanning the EBT3
£Qms is very important.

Additionally, care should be taken to place the

film at the center of the scanner bed because the Hght
from the lamp is not emitted evenly and its
orientation should be consistent.

The average percentage error for the study
asurement was within 1% uniformity as reported

by Borca et al., (2013).
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